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High Jewellery bracelet, L’Odyssée de Cartier
An exceptional pear-shaped diamond of 63.66 carats combined with the power
of rock crystal: a unique creation which required almost 2 000 hours of work.
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In U.S. cities, 30% of traffic is caused by drivers
looking for parking. This results in increased CO2

emissions and less time to spend at local businesses.

Streetline, Inc. is solving the problem with innovative
technology that helps people find parking with a free
app. Cash infusions from Citi make it practical for
cities to adopt by reducing up-front costs. With Citi’s
help, Streetline is now expanding around the world.

For over 200 years, Citi’s job has been to believe in
people and to help make their ideas a reality.

#progressmakers
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A
S ANYONE WHO HAS TAKEN a revitalizing 
vacation can attest, getting away from it 
all is often the best cure for what ails you. 
It’s a principle intimately understood by 

the Brignones, the Italian family behind the magical 
resort known as Costa Careyes—the subject of this 
month’s cover story—set on a breathtaking stretch 
of Mexico’s Pacific shore. The coastal outpost has all 
the trappings of a luxury hideaway: pristine beaches, 
glamorous villas, an A-list clientele. But it’s the 
Brignone’s dedication to creating a community, and 
the imaginative way they have incorporated outland-
ish works of art and architecture into the resort’s 
design, that makes their refuge a perfect centerpiece 
for an issue devoted to escapes.

Our profile of pastry chef Will Goldfarb highlights 
a similar idea. Feeling burned out by the New York 
culinary world, and recuperating from a bout with 
cancer, Goldfarb moved to the Indonesian island of 
Bali, where the solitude and raw beauty of his sur-
roundings led him to build his dream kitchen. Which 
just goes to show that bold career moves are often the 
stuff of true love, as our story on Gucci CEO Patrizio 
di Marco and creative director Frida Giannini illus-
trates. The pair have not only restored the luxury 
brand to its sensual Italian roots, they’ve done so 
while carrying on an office romance.

Perhaps the most instructive example of the 
power of escape comes from artist George Condo, 
who found a way to take a mental vacation without 

ever leaving the confines of his studio. He simply 
picks up one of the beautiful antique instruments he 
collects, strums a few notes and waits for the every-
day world to fade away.  

No matter where or how you find your own respite, 
we hope this issue inspires a new year filled with 
broader horizons.  Bon voyage!  

editor’s let ter

ILLUSTRATION BY ALEJANDRO CARDENAS

SUN GOD: Clad in Bottega Veneta, Bast and Anubis explore the Copa del Sol, an amphitheater-like installation at Mexico’s whimsical Costa Careyes resort.

THE GREAT ESCAPE

Kristina O’Neill   
k.oneill@wsj.com
Instagram: kristina_oneill
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THE COAST OF UTOPIA  P. 60 
For most, spending a week at a glamorous resort on an unspoiled stretch of Mexico’s Pacific coastline would qualify as a pinch-me-

am-I-dreaming moment. The team behind WSJ.’s cover story about Costa Careyes proved to be no exception. “It was insanely 
beautiful,” says WSJ. Magazine’s Creative Director, Magnus Berger (top left photo, far left), who worked closely with photographer 

Josh Olins (second from right). “We couldn’t stop taking photos,” says Berger. “Yes, it’s work and yes you have to get up at 5 a.m.  
for the call-time, but it didn’t feel like a job—not once.” Stylist Clare Richardson (above, on bridge) was inspired by the escapist 

setting and sought to create a bohemian atmosphere (with an intellectual spin) around cover model Andreea Diaconu. “I wanted to 
capture the Wall Street woman on holiday. I envisioned her as this well-dressed nomad, wearing pieces that she had picked up  

on her travels around the world,” Richardson says. “I looked to Africa, and even the film Out of Africa—that vision of Meryl Streep 
draped in tones of creams, beiges and browns was always in the back of my mind.” —Raveena Parmar
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W
HEN A MODEL HITS peak fame, it often 
seems like an overnight phenome-
non—a trend as mercurial as any in 
fashion. The ascent of this issue’s 

cover model, Andreea Diaconu, a Romanian beauty, 
is different. Today, her image is everywhere. She 
is the face of Gucci, Dolce & Gabbana and Belstaff. 
Ralph Lauren has featured her in nine campaigns 
in the past four years. The covers of French and 
Spanish Vogues are just two she graced last year. 
But Diaconu’s sudden rise is, in fact, not sudden at 
all—the sparky 22-year-old has spent half her life 
climbing the ranks of the industry. 

She was only 11 when a local scout first approached 
her. “My friend and I heard about a modeling school 
that had a contest where the winner got 500 euros,” 
says Diaconu. “We thought that was a lot of money, 
so we went to the school, and I won.” Her next book-
ing was headlining a Peter Pan–themed fashion 
show at the airport Radisson in her hometown of 
Bucharest. For 70 euros, she played Tinker Bell. 

Agents continued to approach her parents, but 
Diaconu didn’t give modeling another go until a cou-
ple of years later. An agent booked her for a major 
show in New York, but the experience was a shock. 
“I remember crying and crying, and everything was 
too big on me. I was 13. I was a beanpole.” When a 
seamstress brought her to tears, she told her mother 
she wanted to go home. 

Through high school, Diaconu modeled part 
time, but she was teased when she’d return from 
Paris or London with different colored hair. The 
international travel helped her learn five languages, 
though, and after graduation, she realized model-
ing could pay for higher education. “The plan was 
for me to make enough money for four years of col-
lege, and then I’d walk away.” 

She moved to New York when she was almost 20 and 
found quick success as a catalog model. Diaconu kept 
one eye on school, taking online Coursera classes in 
archaeology (loved it) and micro-finance (hated it). But 
just as she settled into the Noho apartment she shares 

From playing Tinker Bell to the 
cover of French Vogue, meet the 
world’s sexiest polyglot/model.

GIRL ON FIRE
ON THE COVER

with her boyfriend of two years, Gregory Neighbor, 
an ER doctor, things changed. “I had just about saved 
enough and was thinking of quitting, and then I got 
a call from my agent: ‘Mario Sorrenti booked you for 
Italian Vogue.’ ” 

The next few months were a blur. More top-tier 
photographers, including David Sims and Craig 
McDean, wanted to work with her. By this summer, 
she had landed the French Vogue cover, wearing 
sand—and nothing else. (As for her best feature: 
“I’m told it’s my butt,” she winks.) Now, nearly every 
day brings a photo shoot or a flight to get to one. 

“Only Ms,” she says. “In the past five days I’ve 
done Milan, Miami and Mexico.” She smiles big when 
she realizes she’s in another M—“now Manhattan!” 

As for college, she still aims to get that diploma—
and maybe a yoga instructor’s certificate, too. 

In the meantime, her job has plenty of perks. Like 
a weekend at Costa Careyes, the resort where she 
stayed while on this cover shoot for WSJ. Magazine. 
“I asked the owner how much it would be if I wanted 
to rent a house here, and he looked up at me and then 
looked back down at what he was doing. Finally, he 
just said, ‘No. You’d have to be very rich.’ So, I guess 
I still have some work to do.” —Derek Blasberg
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FOREVER YOUNG  
Diaconu, right, at  

age 11 in a photo 
styled by her mother.

EARTH ANGEL  
The model is a 
street-style star, 
left, and has 
walked for Roberto 
Cavalli, below left. 
She is also the face 
of Gucci, below. 

SURF’S UP   
The June/July 
2012 cover of 
French Vogue 
featured Diaconu, 
photographed by 
Mario Sorrenti.
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WSJ. asks six luminaries to weigh in on a single topic. This month: Love.

JACQUES 
TORRES

“Romance is a part of 
the history of choco-
late. In the time of the 
Aztecs, cacao beans 
were a currency, and 
in their culture they 
were believed to have 
a special power. And in 
fact, your brain creates 
a chemical when you’re 
in love that makes you 
feel good, and that 
chemical is in chocolate 
as well. Back then they 
consumed chocolate as 
a drink: They’d take it 
before going to work 
to give them energy, 
or men would drink it 
before their first night 
with their new wives. 
And when chocolate 
came to Europe, those 
mystic stories came with 
it. Even if you go back 
to the animal kingdom, 
looking at monkeys, you 
see the male going to 
get sweet foods for the 
female to win her over. 
So I think it’s even a bit 
of an animal instinct: 
I’m going to give some-
thing good to my loved 
one and she’s going 
to love me more for it. 
It’s no surprise that 
Valentine’s Day is our 
busiest day of the year.”

Torres is a pastry chef and 
the founder of Jacques Torres 
Chocolate.

“Romantic love can 
be dangerous. Look at 
Romeo and Juliet. It was 
originally written as a 
cautionary tale: When 
kids fall in love, it can 
end tragically. It’s about 
kids who are experienc-
ing love hormonally for 
the first time. You throw 
in a generational conflict 
and everybody’s walk-
ing around with swords, 
it’s inevitable that 
you’ll end up with dead 
children. People invade 
countries over love. 
Despots—Alexander the 
Great, Napoleon—ram-
paged throughout the 
world because the more 
love they got, the less 
they felt they had. If you 
think of the great love 
stories—Casablanca, 
Gone with the Wind, 
Gatsby—none of them 
end with the boy and 
girl kissing and riding 
off into the sunset. They 
all share a fundamental 
impossibility. It can 
never be, but wasn’t it 
grand to experience? 
Because the one thing 
about intense romantic 
love is, good or bad, you 
feel very, very alive.”

BAZ
LUHRMANN

Luhrmann is a film director. 

“I definitely think of 
myself as a romantic—
without a doubt in the 
world. I can’t believe 
how romantic I am. It’s 
terrifying! When I saw 
Gone with the Wind, I 
didn’t get out of bed for 
two days. And Laurence 
Olivier as Heathcliff 
in Wuthering Heights? 
That’s my idea of 
romance. And I’ve had 
love: Marlon Brando; 
JFK; Gig Young. I dated 
them all, but I had such 
respect for myself. I 
wanted to hold on to 
Elaine. At least until I 
met my late husband, 
John Bay. It was the first 
time I felt like, I don’t 
know whether I’m in 
love or not, but I want 
to get in his pocket and 
I want him to take me 
home. I never talked 
about sex because I 
didn’t know what the 
hell that was, but I  
knew I wanted to be in 
John’s pocket. Being in 
love is being in some-
body’s pocket.”

ELAINE 
STRITCH

Stritch is an actress and singer 
and the subject of the documen-
tary Elaine Stritch: Shoot Me, 
out this month.

soapbox

THE COLUMNISTS

MacGraw is an actress.

RZA

“I’ve found that love 
resonates enormously 
differently with age.  
For many of us, the 
young version is just 
the tip of the iceberg. 
It’s all wrapped up with 
heat and excitement, 
and enough trashy 
literature and TV to 
completely shortchange 
the bigger picture of 
what it means with time. 
The definition for me 
has become the ability 
to be nonjudgmentally, 
compassionately, 
forgivingly connected 
to others. It’s like the 
great John Lennon 
song ‘All You Need Is 
Love.’ Damn right. To 
live in the possibility 
of behaving toward all 
living things with love is 
going to determine our 
survival as a planet. But 
let me be clear: The early 
version—the fall off a 
cliff, what is he think-
ing, when is he going to 
call feeling—is really 
fun. Some of us never 
let go of wanting a hit of 
that. Love is bigger than 
that, but it’s not instead 
of that. And it’s a piece 
without which life is a 
little grayer.” 

Miss Piggy appears in  
Muppets Most Wanted,  
opening in March.

ALI
MacGRAW

“Love is when you 
give yourself totally 
to another person (or, 
in moi’s case, a frog) 
and they return the 
favor—and throw in 
some expensive jewelry. 
That said, the very first 
time I fell in love was 
when I got my first mir-
ror. I knew that the face 
looking back at me was 
one that would woo the 
world and, with a little 
Botox, never change.  
But it’s Kermie who 
truly completes moi.  
As the saying goes:  He 
had me at ‘Hi ho!’ Why 
do I find him so attrac-
tive? Look at those 
spindly arms and legs, 
that silly little smile, 
those googly eyes! How 
could you not fall in love 
with him? I once went 
all the way to the Great 
Swamp in New Jersey 
to track down Kermit. 
Wooing is a part of love. 
I love to woo. I love to be 
wooed! And sometimes  
I just like to say the word 
‘Woo!’ My tricks and tips 
for seduction are easy: I 
simply hold Kermie ten-
derly in my arms—and 
don’t let go.”

“Love is something 
I’ve always thought of 
as the highest eleva-
tion of understanding, 
something that has 
no conditions to it. 
Understanding always 
leads to love. If you 
love somebody, try to 
understand them. You 
may have a couple who 
love each other, but 
they don’t understand 
each other. And then the 
love doesn’t live there. 
Love is a descendent of 
religion and of reality. 
It’s an equation, like 
molecules or atoms that 
combine with other 
elements. There are 
many ways to reach 
that equation, many 
different expressions 
of it. The love for your 
father is different from 
the love for your wife, 
or the brotherly love 
of the Wu-Tang Clan. 
My love for music has 
become part of my daily 
life. There’s some things 
your body has to do 
every day, and music has 
become a bodily neces-
sity for me: Every day, 
I’ve got to get my fix.”

MISS
PIGGY

RZA is a musician, actor,  
director and the lead producer  
of the Wu-Tang Clan. 
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what’s news.the world of culture & st yle february 2014

BY TonY PerroTTeT   

A forgotten Qing Dynasty temple in Beijing has been restored and transformed into  
a luxury hotel filled with luminous art—including China’s only James Turrell installation.
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Gathered Sky,  
by James Turrell, 
a Skyspace  
in Beijing’s  
Temple Hotel.
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Y
ou never know what you’ll find when you 
go bicycling in Beijing. Eight years ago, the 
Belgian entrepreneur Juan van Wassenhove 
set off from his home in the Chinese capital 

to pedal around the vanishing hutongs, the laby-
rinthine alleyways that were once the heart of the 
ancient city, when he glimpsed what appeared to be 
the tip of a stupa rising above slate-gray roofs. After 
shouldering open an iron gate, he was amazed to 
discover a derelict wooden temple with a beautiful 
double-level main hall crafted by artisans in the Qing 
Dynasty—a rare architectural treasure. “That day I 
found my mission,” he recalls.

The antique structure—known to the faithful as 
Zhizhusi, the Temple of Wisdom—was one of three 
Tibetan Buddhist temples built in the mid-18th 
century near the Imperial Palace. Battered and 
charred by fire, the edifice was hardly promising for 
development. But years of restoration has trans-
formed it into an art hotel with eight luxury rooms, 
a gallery, a restaurant, a courtyard adorned with 
sculptures and—in a surprisingly effective stroke—
the only James Turrell Skyspace in China. Stripped 
of its bleak Communist facade, the near-ruined 
temple today has a new life, subtly blending Eastern 
spirituality with contemporary Western style.

The dramatic saga of China is written in its walls. 
In the mid-1700s, at the height of the wealthy Qing 
Dynasty, a pious emperor decided to build a Tibetan 
temple on the site, and Zhizhusi became home to a 
revered sage known as the Living Buddha. The sixth 
Living Buddha was still residing there two centuries 
later when the People’s Liberation Army marched into 
Beijing in 1949, and symbols of the Imperial Age were 
repurposed for the Communist Revolution. Zhizhusi 
became a factory, first for mosaics, then bicycles, 
medical supplies and, in the 1970s, China’s first black-
and-white televisions. Neglected and abused, the 
building slowly decayed. “Left to its own devices, the 
temple would not have lasted even three or four more 
years,” van Wassenhove says of his first visit in 2005.  

He contacted two business partners—Lin Fan and 

SAcred Ground 
clockwise from top 

left: The hotel features 
monks’ chambers 

converted to guest 
quarters, at left; inside 
the temple’s main hall, 

where film screenings 
and cultural events 

are held; the main hall 
aglow at night.

The Temple Hotel, 23 Shatan North Street, Dongcheng District

Li Chow, both veterans of the local film industry— 
and in late 2007 the trio funded the removal of debris 
so investors could see the temple’s potential. When 
a shabby modern ceiling within the main hall was 
removed, it revealed wooden panels covered with 
Sanskrit paintings. By 2008, when the plan for a bou-
tique hotel was revealed, investors, mostly wealthy 
Chinese, were enthralled. “It was the right time to do 
this project,” says van Wassenhove.  “After years of 
indifference, Chinese people of means are now inter-
ested in restoring architecture from the Imperial 
Age. Ten years ago, we wouldn’t have had the skilled 
workers available in China.” 

The public got its first glimpse in 2011, when a 
wing opened containing the Temple Restaurant 
Beijing, a palace of French gastronomy run by Ignace 
Lecleir, the Belgian-born former general manager of 
Daniel in Manhattan who moved to Beijing to open 
Maison Boulud in 2007.  When he first saw the site, 
Lecleir was charmed by the space, but felt its condi-
tion was too poor for a serious business—until he 
saw the renovation. Today his restaurant attracts a 
mix of affluent expats, curious travelers and wealthy 
Chinese residents. “I was worried that local Chinese 
people would avoid this neighborhood,” Lecleir says. 
“Now they are about two thirds of our business.”

The hotel is also a showcase for contemporary 
art, both Chinese and international, sourced by van 
Wassenhove through friends. “I particularly wanted 
to find artists who work with light,” he says. “It suits 
a temple.” The German light designers Ingo Maurer 

and Atelier Areti provided state-of-the-art illumina-
tion. But the coup was securing the James Turrell 
work Gathered Sky, which lured the notoriously reclu-
sive artist himself to Beijing to fine-tune the design. 
“James was very touched by the temple space,” says 
van Wassenhove. “This is not a museum; it’s a living 
place in an intensely urban setting. Being in the heart 
of a city with millions of people, it’s the most acces-
sible Turrell work in the world.”

The hotel is an oasis of relative calm within the 
traffic-clogged Chinese capital; here, one can still 
hear birds in the morning and spot the occasional 
butterfly. Several of the guest rooms are in the old TV 
factory, but more atmospheric is to sleep within the 
centuries-old chambers that were combined to make 
guest rooms; their floors heated in winter and lattice 
windows protected by double-glazed glass. And now, 
every Sunday at dusk, guests and the paying public 
can partake of the serene Turrell Skyspace. As clas-
sical music softly plays and LED lights complement 
the shifting colors of the waning day, I lie on the floor 
and watch swooping bats and then—miraculously 
for Beijing—two stars appear in the sky. After, I 
return to the hotel courtyard, past statues of tiny 
monks carrying small light bulbs like sabers, into the 
restaurant bar beneath Ming Dynasty eaves. “I think 
we’ve extended the life of this temple for 300 years,” 
van Wassenhove tells me. “I feel we’ve done our duty. 
Hopefully others will now follow suit.”

“after years of 
indifference, 
chinese people 
of means are 
now interested 
in restoring 
architecture 
from the 
imperial age.”

–juan van wassenhove
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Make a bold statement with the Samsung OLED TV. Its timeless curved design draws you right into
the action with beauty. This unprecedented leap forward in picture quality technology gives you
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WHAT’S NEWS

 M. Wells Steakhouse 
Charred wedges are cov-

ered with pan-seared bacon 
lardons, rosemary-roasted 
walnuts and a buttermilk-

blue-cheese dressing. 
New York; magasinwells.com

 Ad Hoc  
Thomas Keller’s take 

employs sweet baby iceberg 
lettuce dotted with 

Roma tomatoes, garden-
grown radishes and Point 

Reyes blue cheese crumbles. 
Yountville, CA; 

adhocrestaurant.com

Sco�  aw 
 Festooned with bacon bits, 

pickled red onions and a 
creamy feta vinaigrette, 

this Greek-infl ected varia-
tion pairs nicely with beer. 

Chicago; 
sco�  awchicago.com

DBGB Kitchen and Bar 
Daniel Boulud gives a 

French twist to the retro 
classic, using crème fraîche 

in the dressing and a 
dusting of herbs like chervil 

and tarragon. 
New York; dbgb.com

Maligned as a bland relic 
of mid-century dining, 
the iceberg wedge has 

long been pushed aside in 
favor of salads composed 

of trendier greens such 
as kale and arugula. But 

thanks to the recent 
e� orts of culinary 

pioneers like the four 
restaurants below, the 

once-dowdy dish is 
experiencing a vibrant 
rebirth, updated with 
haute techniques and 

imaginative ingredients.

ICEBERG 
AGE 

FROM E X TRACTION 
OF THE BLOCK 

TO FINAL RESULT, IT 
TAKES AT LE AST 
6 PEOPLE OVER 

A WEEK TO ASSEMBLE 
THE TUB. 

TUB DIMENSIONS 
ARE 75”X37.4”X 21” 
AND THE WEIGHT 

ALMOST 1,323 
POUNDS. 

 THE MACHINERY 
MANUFACTURING 

ACCOUNTS FOR 
35% OF THE PRICE. 

SORRY! 
FIX TURES NOT 

INCLUDED. THIS 
BRASS FAUCET 

WILL COST 
YOU $2,122.56.

THE MARBLE BLOCK 
FROM WHICH IT ’S 

FABRICATED COSTS 
$11,0018.55.

SWIMMING THE NEW YORK SKYLINE
‘A chicken in every pot’ is a fi ne thing—but for 
wealthy Manhattanites looking for something more, 
how about a pool on every balcony? For his fi rst 
project in the U.S., Singapore-based architect and 
developer Soo Chan has upped the ante on New York 
condominiums (which have already seen private 
parking garages and on-sta�  sushi chefs) with his 
Soori High Line, breaking ground this spring on 
29th Street near 10th Avenue. The 11-story structure 
is loaded with deluxe features, including ultra-high 
ceilings, exotic wood fi nishes and gas-burning 
fi replaces. But it also has something no other condo 
has: Private outdoor pools are in 16 of its 27 units. 
The objective, says Chan, is “to introduce resort-
living to the city”—a taste of balmy Southeast Asia 
amidst the bustle of West Chelsea. —Ian Volner 

For over 40 years, Porcelanosa—the Spanish luxury tile, kitchen and bath manufacturer—
has been creating covetable home staples. Their new line of Bioprot tubs (below, the Samara) 
range in price from $30,000 to $50,000. The price tag may shock, but the cra� smanship, 
sleek design and sheer he�  of the pieces (made from a single stone block) help justify the cost. 

WHY DOES IT COST SO MUCH?

THE $37,995 BATHTUB

 A rendering 
of a Soori High 

Line condo.
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DIOR’S HOMME

Since premiering in Europe last September, 

Robert Pattinson’s steamy Romain Gavras–

directed fragrance commercial for Dior 

Homme has generated more than 15 million views on YouTube. 

When the black-and-white short, starring the 27-year-old 

Twilight-saga heartthrob makes its American television debut 

in February, during the Olympics, that number should increase 

exponentially. Pattinson’s steely glances are being repurposed 

to promote Dior Homme Eau for Men, a fresh new grapefruit 

and coriander-spiked riff on the heady, iris-laden original 

scent that hits shelves exclusively in the U.S. in February. 

“I like trying to do ambitious things,” says Pattinson. 

Pairing the Parisian luxury brand with Gavras’s “violent 

and visceral” approach was his idea. (The director’s 

infamous 2010 video for M.I.A’s “Born Free” was pulled 

from YouTube for its graphic content.) “That’s what got me 

really enthusiastic about the campaign, that [Dior] wasn’t 

shying away from anything.” Pattinson’s beauty contract has 

afforded him a few other perks. “I was a brush-your-teeth-

and-have-a-shower kind of guy. I can’t tell if it’s because 

of my association with Dior or because I’m older, but I’ve 

started moisturizing,” he says, calling out the brand’s Dermo 

System Repairing Moisturizing Emulsion as his current skin 

salve of choice. With a tinge of sarcasm, he adds, “It’s been 

a quite profound change in my life.” As for the fragrance he 

fronts, Pattinson likes it best in shower-gel form. Other musts 

include Nudie jeans and “old Hanes T-shirts,” he says.  

“There are stores that sell these sweat-stained T-shirts for  

like $80. It’s a weird cult!” 

Up next for the British-born star is director David 

Cronenberg’s Maps to the Stars—a “darkly comedic 

Hollywood satire ghost story,” according to Pattinson. He 

also has projects with Werner Herzog and Anton Corbijn in 

the works. “This year, I’m trying to see what  

my niche is.” —Celia Ellenberg

The historic fishing hamlet of Paternoster is a picture-perfect 
coastal escape about 90 minutes outside Cape Town, with azure 
waters, quiet beaches and fewer than 2,000 residents. In the past 
several years, it’s also been quietly amassing a host of world-class 

restaurants, like the four beachy eateries below. —Sarah Khan

CAST OFF 
Fishing boats 
on the beach 
at Paternoster, 
Latin for  

“Our Father.” 

what’s news

• REUBEN’S AT ABALONE HOUSE & SPA
South Africa’s top chef, Reuben Riffel, has anointed the town’s foodie 
credentials with the opening of his fourth restaurant, set amid the dunes. 
“Paternoster epitomizes the quintessential West Coast–style living,” 
he says. “We’re trying to downplay the fact that we’re serving gourmet 
food”—like his signature chili squid and slow-braised beef cheeks.  
3 Kriedoring St.

• OEP VE KOEP
Maverick chef Kobus van der Merwe left Cape Town to forage on the beach 
every morning in Paternoster for fresh seaweed, dune celery and spinach—
ingredients showcased at his unassuming yet inventive six-table bistro. 
Herbs grow out of an old boat in the restaurant, which is located in what 
was once van der Merwe’s mother’s shop. St. Augustine Road 

• GAAITJIE SALT WATER RESTAURANT
Before Johannesburg transplant Suzi Holtzhausen moved in, 
Paternoster was known more for fish and chips than fine dining. Today, 
she serves home-style, locally sourced West Coast cooking at her 
beachside restaurant, which means “small hole” in Afrikaans. The menu 
emphasizes sustainability and the tastes of the sea. Off Sampson St.

• VOORSTRANDT
Set in a converted fisherman’s cottage directly on the sand, Voorstrandt 
is covered floor-to-ceiling with paintings and sculptures of fish and 
crustaceans. Take the hint and graze on snoek samosas and a seafood 
platter heaped with prawns, calamari and hake. Strandloper St.

food net work

AFRICAN GOURMET

EithEr play towin or don’t play at all.

LIVE thE liFE.

For reservations, call 855.878.6700 or visit trumphotelCollection.com.
nEw yorK | CEntral parK + Soho ChiCaGo laS VEGaS waiKiKi toronto panaMa MiaMi | doral

Coming soon Washington D.C. vanCouver

Trump International HotelTM Waikiki Beach Walk®
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what’s news

Beat the winter chill with a shock of sunny pink on cheeks, nails, lips and 
lids courtesy of a fresh crop of new beauty offerings that give spring’s 

predictable pastel color palette an especially rosy hue. The healthy shade 
is a bona fide cold-killer—no juice-cleanse needed. —Celia Ellenberg

the beaut y of  

thinking pink 

clockwise from top left:  
jin soon nail polish in dolly 

pink; burberry beauty 
complete eye palette in rose 

pink no. 10; marc jacobs 
beauty lovemarc matte lip 
gel in #140 gossip; shiseido 

shimmering cream eye 
color in Konpeito (rs318); 

chanel rouge allure velvet 
luminous matte lip color 

in la diva; nars cosmetics 
blush in love blush;  

ysl beaute la laque couture  
no. 48 rose scabiosa.

for page credit details  
see sources, page 106.

spot on
Love magazine editor and uber-stylist 
Katie Grand brings a pop sensibility  

to her third collaboration with Italian 
luxury brand Hogan. The versatile 
collection includes leather jackets,  

duffel bags and the polka-dot stiletto 
slingbacks above.

record deal 

angel of 
music
Indie music loves a chanteuse, but 

one would be hard-pressed to give 

singer-songwriter Angel Olsen 

such a simple label. The 27-year-

old’s voice traverses an astounding 

range, from whisper to banshee. 

Her latest album, Burn Your Fire 

For No Witness (Jagjaguwar), is the 

follow-up to Half Way Home, which 

was praised by Spin magazine and 

the website Pitchfork (compari-

sons run from contemporaries such 

as Cat Power to folk legend Joni 

Mitchell). The St. Louis native is 

currently on tour, a reality of the 

job that precipitated a recent move 

from Chicago to Asheville, North 

Carolina. “When you’re traveling 

a lot, it’s nice to be in a place that 

mellows you out.” —Minju Pak
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WHAT’S NEWS

For several seasons now, the bomber jacket—that sleek standard of utility—has ruled menswear runways. Now, in preparation  
for warmer weather, these versatile coats lighten up with silky materials and playful prints. —Tasha Green

SOFT FOCUS: THE BOMBER JACKET

THERE’S A SAYING that the past meets the present at 
a museum, and that’s exactly how the artist Diana 
Al-Hadid stumbled upon one of her creative ante-
cedents. Three years ago, when she was showing 
her work at Dallas’s Nasher Sculpture Center, she 
walked past a trio of rare wax and plaster heads by 
Medardo Rosso, the Italian sculptor who died in 
1928. Like Rosso, Al-Hadid works with plaster and 
wax and mixes materials. The figures captivated 
her—and quickly became the inspiration for a show 
of Al-Hadid’s work opening at New York’s Marianne 
Boesky Gallery this month. 

“They were so beautiful,” says the Syria-born, 
Ohio-raised Al-Hadid. “I didn’t even process why  
I liked them, I was just so taken.” 

According to Boesky, the two sculptors share  
a tension “in unfinishedness, and beautiful decay.” 
(Indeed, many of Al-Hadid’s works look like ruins 
or unfinished buildings.) Rosso and Al-Hadid both 
reached success at young ages. For her 32 years, 
Al-Hadid’s talent and ambition are “shocking,” says 
Boesky.  “I was expecting a much older artist,” the 
gallerist recalls of visiting Al-Hadid’s Brooklyn  
studio several years ago. “Instead, I was met with  
this young, energetic and deeply serious person.  
And I was struck by her hands—true worker’s hands.” 
(Her left displays a sparkling Art Deco diamond ring 
from her husband, the architect Jonathan Lott.) 

In the past two years alone, Al-Hadid’s work has 
appeared in 10 shows internationally, five of them 
solo exhibitions. After the Boesky show, the Vienna 

ON DISPL AY

STATES OF MATTER 
Secession exhibition hall will display her work. 
Several royal families in the Middle East collect 
her pieces, which are also in the Saatchi and Judith 
Rothschild collections. 

While she is known for ceiling-grazing, deeply 
intricate architectural structures, many of Al-Hadid’s 
newer pieces—some of which will show at Boesky’s 
gallery—blur the boundary between sculpture and 
painting. Lining the periphery of her Brooklyn studio 
are what Al-Hadid likes to calls her “panels”—wet 
materials poured into and shaped on a flat backing, 
which she peels off once dry. The finished pieces look 
as if they have plaster and metal dripping down planes 
of air into the frames. “Something that looks like it 
should be liquid is solid,” she says. All of Al-Hadid’s 
work appears to be delicate,  possibly disastrous to 
touch, but she knocks on some plaster drizzles to 
prove their sturdiness. Physical strength, according 
to Boesky, is another trait 
Al-Hadid  and Rosso have in 
common (though Al-Hadid 
will never casually trade her 
sculptures with Rodin, as 
Rosso once did).

“My dream conversa-
tion with him would be 
something really geeky and 
about material,” she says, 
imagining a meeting with 
Rosso. “We’d talk shop.” 
—Claire Howorth

GETTING 
PLASTERED   
For the panel titled 
Like a Man on a Hill 
Over a City (2013),  
at left, Al-Hadid, 
above, in her Brooklyn 
studio, used polymer 
gypsum, fiberglass, 
steel plaster and paint. 

Silk gabardine with  
vintage pin-up designs 

from Prada.

Palm-frond prints on a 
lightweight cotton blend 
from Dries van Noten.

J. Crew in nylon and 
muted colors.   

Reversible checkers  
with the Louis Vuitton 

logo on the back. 

Gray-blue satin with a 
retro-patch pocket from 

Dior Homme.

For details see Sources, page 106.
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UPTOWN GIRL 
Elegance could not be easier than in a loosely tucked top. AG shirt, Céline top, J Brand jeans, Rag & Bone belt,  

David Yurman earrings, Rolex watch, Cartier bracelet (left wrist) and David Webb bracelet (right wrist). 

MARKET REPORT.fashion & design forecast february <0+4

wsj. maga zine 39

photography by tina tyrell    
styling by Zara ZaChrisson

Denim is back and more posh than ever in lean cuts  
and even dyes, paired with classic pieces.

TRUE PREP
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dRess WITh FLARe 
Suit up in monochrome jeans and a blazer. Burberry London jacket, Saint Laurent by Hedi Slimane shirt, 

Frame jeans, Breguet watch, Cartier bracelet (left wrist), Roberto Coin ring (left hand), Louis Vuitton bracelet 
(right wrist), Pomellato ring (right hand), Hermès handbag and Stella McCartney sandals.
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Artist’s Rendering

Oral representations cannot be relied upon as correctly stating representations of the developer. For correct representations, make reference to the
documents required by section 718.503, Florida Statutes, to be furnished by a developer to a buyer. This is not an offering in any state in which registration

is required but in which registration requirements have not yet been met. In New York, the complete offering terms are in an offering plan available from Sponsor. File No. CD-13-0022.
Sponsor: Seville Acquisition, LLC, 10400 Fernwood Road, Bethesda, MD 20817. Exclusive Sales & Marketing: Douglas Elliman Development Marketing. Equal Housing Opportunity.

A collection of only 26 limited edition one-of-a-kind residences designed by John Pawson
One to three bedroom beachfront homes in the sky

For more information and to visit our Sales Pavilion, please call 305 571 3101 | Occupancy Fall 2014

Sales Pavilion located on the beach at 29th Street and Collins Avenue | www.MiamiBeachEditionResidences.com

EDITION Hotels is a collaboration between Marriott International and Ian Schrager
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For more information, visit stregisbalharbour.com or call 855-993-0700

The St. Regis Bal Harbour Resort & Residences
The St. Regis Bal Harbour Resort is a peerless haven of oceanfront elegance, quiet unwavering taste, se-
ductive amenities and bespoke service. With its world-class Remède Spa, critically acclaimed J&G Grill,
exclusive butler service and largest all-oceanfront deluxe guestrooms on the Eastern Seaboard,The St.
Regis Bal Harbour is an exceptional destination— the only AAA Five Diamond resort onMiami Beach.
Ideally locatedminutes from the whirlwind energy of South Beach, this exclusive enclave is directly
across from the celebrated Bal Harbour Shops, home to the world’s finest upscale brands.

F
or anyone in a rush for the sun, Miami Beach — dubbed the American Riviera — beckons with its dazzling sweep

of azure blue shallows, posh hotels and your pick of swish restaurants. On South Beach, surfers hang ten on

aquamarine waves, models cavort on honey-hued sand and über-bronze celebrities (and wannabes) sip cocktails

at seen-and-be-seen sidewalk cafés and bars before heading to dance-till-dawn nightclubs. But the Miami area also

reigns as a premier destination for the arts, culture and…shopping!

In December, Miami strengthened its al-

ready thriving reputation as a major center

for art and design. The Pérez Art Museum

Miami (formerly Miami Art Museum) will

support progressive arts education and be

a centerpiece in the revitalization of down-

town. The Museum’s collection focuses on

art from the 20th and 21st centuries and the

cultures of the Atlantic Rim: the Americas,

Western Europe and Africa. Inaugural exhib-

its at PAMM include Ai Weiwei: According to

What?, the first major international survey of

this artist’s career, and Caribbean: Crossroads

of the World, encompassing 400 works.

Under the artistic direction of Michael

Tilson Thomas, The New World Symphony

prepares gifted graduates of distinguished

music programs for leadership positions

in orchestras and ensembles around the

world. Since 1987, it has helped launch the

careers of more than 900 alumni world-

wide. Among the highlights of the coming

months are performances in March dedicat-

ed to the music of Schumann, Shoshtakov-

ich and Rachmaninoff.

Shopping is one of the more popular

pastimes in this part of the world and the

mecca is Bal Harbour Shops. This al fresco,

luxury-shopping experience, complete with

koi ponds, attracts fashionistas and well-

heeled travelers from all over the globe.

Some of the elite labels you’ll find among

the 90+ shops are Gucci, Alexander Mc-

Queen, Lanvin, Tory Burch, Dolce & Gab-

bana and Prada as well as the first Chanel

and Yves Saint Laurent concept stores in

the country. And when you want to take a

little break from shopping, there are also sev-

eral fine restaurants and cafes to enjoy.

beach & bustle
COURTESY OF THE ST. REGIS BAL HARBOUR

RESORT & RESIDENCES

Special Advertising Feature

a legacy of luxury.
now at over 30 of the world’s

finest hotels & resorts.

stregis.com

BEYOND
EXPECTATION

The only AAA five-diamond
resort on Miami Beach.

Featuring spacious, luxuriously
appointed guest rooms, all

facing the Atlantic Ocean from
exquisite balconies. Gourmet

cuisine at J&G Grill by
acclaimed chef Jean-Georges
Vongerichten. The attentive
service of our staff and our St.
Regis Butlers. Premier location
in Bal Harbour, across from

the world-famous Bal Harbour
Shops, just 15 minutes from
exciting South Beach. There is

no address like St. Regis.

9703 collins avenue

miami beach, florida

stregisbalharbour.com

1.855.993.0700

©2010–2013 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG,
St. Regis and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.



“Our relationship with First Republic is broader than an
ATM card and set of checks – it’s a personal relationship.”

J I L L L ACORTE

Founder and CEO, Cortiglia
B L A I R L ACORTE

Senior Advisor, TPG and Board Member, XOJET, Inc.

(800) 392-1400 or visit www.firstrepublic.com New York Stock Exchange Symbol: FRC

Member FDIC and Equal Housing Lender

Gaze out across glistening pools, reflecting the endless sapphire sky.
Revel in the beauty of perfectly manicured emerald fairways. Hike along

mountain paths overlooking inspiring Sonoran Desert vistas.
Savor world-class cuisine and wine.

Featuring nine spectacular pools, championship golf,
award-winning dining, a lavish spa andmore,The Phoenician is
Arizona’s premier AAA Five Diamond luxury resort destination.

thephoenician.com | 800.888.8234

MEMORIES TO WARM YOUR HEART.
AN EXPERIENCE TO WARM YOUR SPIRIT.
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WINdOW dRessING 
 Periwinkle puts a twist on a double-breasted classic. Tod’s blazer, Emporio Armani shirt, Guess jeans,  

David Yurman earrings, Patek Philippe watch, Cartier bracelet (left wrist) and Chopard bracelet (right wrist).
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Aura

new yor k de l r ay beach abchome .com

a new dawn of color
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LeAN IN 
Bold buckles and a proper bag pull together a skirt and tee. Proenza Schouler jacket, Rag & Bone T-shirt, 

Victoria Beckham skirt, Marc Jacobs belt, H.Stern earrings, Bulgari bracelet (left wrist, top), Cartier bracelet 
(bottom), David Webb bracelet (right wrist), Louis Vuitton handbag and Michael Kors sandals.   
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SAVOR
THE
TASTE.
DISCOVER
THE
ARTISTRY.

Experience espresso made simple.
Only $125* (a $230 value) with the iperEspresso capsule subscription program.

* With a three can iperEspresso coffee capsule purchase. Offer valid through 6/1/14. While supplies last. For complete details about this offer visit illyusa.com/streetj14.
ILLY® and illy logo are registered trademarks of illycaffè S.p.A. via Flavia 110 – 34147 Trieste – Italy. Copyright© 2014 illy caffè North America, Inc. All rights reserved.

Enjoy the inviting aroma and full-bodied taste of illy any time. The iperEspresso capsule system uses a revolutionary two-stage
process that lets you savor the legendary illy taste with a single touch. Purchase the ultra-slim Francis Francis Y3 and enjoy convenient
recurring capsule deliveries. Choose from11 capsule varieties and customize your shipments and delivery schedule – plus receive
exclusive benefits. Cappuccino and latte lovers can add a milk frother at a special price with subscription. 30-day risk-free trial.

Order online: illyusa.com/streetj14 or call 1-877-469-4559. Use code: UPWSJJ14
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BELL-BOTTOM BLUES 
Belted denim trousers make casual look sharp. Carolina Herrera sweater, NYDJ jeans,  

Massimo Dutti belt, David Yurman earrings, Cartier bracelet (left wrist), Valentino Garavani bracelet  
(right wrist), Pomellato ring, Fendi handbag and Louis Vuitton loafers.  

For details see Sources, page 106.  

Model, Erjona Ala at Society Management; makeup, Junko Kioka; hair, Erika Svedjevik; 
manicurist, Kiyo Okada.  
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Lake Havasu,
Arizona

Start your story at:
arizonaguide.com/WSJ
or call 1.866.708.8130



Powered by
rational thinking.

When Sentient Jet Cardholders travel, they choose to do it in the most sensible fashion.
So why is The Sentient Jet Card the intelligent choice?

Inventor of the jet card model and first to establish an independent safety advisory board
All-inclusive pricing with rates and fuel locked-in for 12 months
Often 20% less than other jet cards

Enjoy the power of rational thinking. Call 877.534.3003.

sentient.com

The Sentient Jet Card
Sensible, intelligent private aviation

The Sentient Jet Card is a program of Sentient Jet, LLC (“Sentient”). Sentient arranges flights on behalf of jet card clients with FAR Part 135 direct air carriers that exercise full operational control of charter flights
at all times. Flights will be operated by FAR Part 135 direct air carriers that have been certified to provide service for Sentient jet card clients and that meet all FAA safety standards and additional safety standards
established by Sentient. (Refer to www.sentient.com/standards for details.)
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A
S CARRIE BROWNSTEIN wriggles into an 
unwieldy foam tree costume in a house-
turned-set in northeast Portland, it seems 
safe to assume that playing a deciduous 

role is a recent addition to her repertoire. Back in 
the early aughts, she was best known as the scream-
ing, bounding, live-wire vocalist and guitarist for 
Sleater-Kinney (named the best American rock group 
in 2001 by Time) and as a queen of the leftist, punkish 
riot grrrl movement. Her recent crossover into act-
ing—as the costar of the cultish Emmy and Peabody 
award–winning show Portlandia, alongside former 
SNL cast member Fred Armisen—seems unlikely, 
until you consider the wealth of comedic material 
that couch-surfing through the flannel-clad, P.C.-
obsessed ’90s provides a series that’s dedicated to 

lampooning the mores of modern hipsterdom.
A native of the Pacific Northwest, Brownstein 

grew up in a suburb of Seattle, finding solace in punk 
music, an interest that in college would lead her to the 
nascent alternative music scene in Olympia. There 
she joined forces with Corin Tucker and started the 
band Sleater-Kinney, releasing their debut album 
in 1995 and recording and touring (joined by long-
time drummer Janet Weiss in 1996) for more than a 
decade. Brownstein entered a musical fallow period, 
blogging for NPR and briefly working for the ad 
agency Wieden + Kennedy. After a chance meeting 
with Fred Armisen at an SNL after-party, the pair 
decided to pitch a new show to IFC in 2010. 

While Curb Your Enthusiasm acidly lays bare the 
selfish schemes of L.A.’s Hollywood set, Portlandia 

parodies Portland’s crunchier pretensions in a series 
of absurdist sketches featuring irate cyclists, radical 
feminist bookstore owners and loopy artisanal 
homemakers. On this particular Monday, the 39-year-
old Brownstein puts in an exhausting 14 hours on set 
shooting scenes for the new season with Armisen, 
with whom she has sibling-like chemistry. When not 
shooting, she tours occasionally with her band Wild 
Flag and has been working on and off on a memoir. 
Having a foot in other worlds helps her maintain a 
distance from the show’s material, but sometimes, as 
when she discusses what to do with a recently gifted 
taxidermied weasel or the woman who watches her 
dogs, she can’t help playing to type. “I feel like I have 
to keep this a secret,” she says, “but yes, I do have a 
dog nanny.” >

BY BREKKE FLETCHER  PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL FRIBERG

The former riot grrrl thrives in her latest act as the costar and cocreator of IFC’s  
hit comedy Portlandia, debuting its fourth season this month.

tracked

CARRIE BROWNSTEIN

TREE HUGGERS  
Fred Armisen and 
Brownstein take a 
breather between shots 
on the set of Portlandia. 
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19
The number of times the word “bird”  

is spoken by Portlandia characters Lisa  
and Bryce (played by Brownstein and 

Armisen) in the famous “Put a Bird on It” 
sketch from the first season.

14:29
Amount of time Brownstein rocked out  
with Pearl Jam on stage in Dallas and  

Portland during their Lightning Bolt tour.

$68
 million 

Amount Portland’s film and TV  
industry grew between 2009 and 2011,  

owing to shows like Portlandia. 

15
Brownstein’s age when she bought her  

first guitar: an Epiphone. •

2,000
records

in Brownstein’s collection of vinyl.  
Her iPod holds a week’s worth of songs. 

2
rescue dogs

keep Brownstein company at home:  
Tobey, a German wire haired pointer,  

and Cricket, a Border Collie.

 9,000+
followers

on Brownstein’s Instagram feed. Posts have 
included photos of all-denim boots and  

a brunch with Amy Poehler, Kim Gordon 
and Aimee Mann.

95
The percentage of the show’s dialogue  

that’s improvised.

8
fits of laughter 

interrupt the filming of the day’s first scene, 
thanks to Brownstein and Armisen’s antics.

8:00 a.m.
The day’s first shoot 
Armisen and Brownstein redo the 
scene four times, improvising lines 
as director Jonathan Krisel suggests 
variations on the dialogue.

5:05 p.m.
A giant prop

of a cardboard birthday cake  
is hoisted into the backyard of 

the house used in the tree  
sketch, for the day’s fifth scene.

4:55 p.m.
A quick touch-up
in the makeup chair 
between takes. Near left: 
Character Sandra’s wig,  
styled by the show’s Emmy 
award–winning hairstylist 
Jodi Mancuso.

9:45 p.m.
Dinner at Smallwares
with Armisen and writer Joshuah 
Bearman includes two orders of 
fried kale and ramen. Brownstein 
has two glasses of Pinot Noir.

7:08 a.m.
Breakfast
at Case Study Coffee  
Roasters before heading  
to set: an everything  
pretzel bagel with butter 
and a cappuccino. 

Renowned InsIght

our innovative thinking is grounded in a century of experience. which is why families, corporations, and institutions turn to us with their

most complex wealth and financial matters. For access to the highest caliber people in the business, call Mark Graham at 302-651-1665.

And to learn our experts’ views on today’s most relevant matters, read our latest article, “Planning Strategies for Today’s Modern

Families,” at wilmingtontrust.com/insight.
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BY MEGAN CONWAY   
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACK PIERSON

George Condo finds creative escape 
in his love of rare instruments.

FINE TUNED 
THE COLLECTiON

PLUCKY GUY   
“I don’t want to simply 

collect instruments and 
not know how to play 

them,” says Condo, 
seen here strumming a 

custom-made lute in his 
New York studio. The 

case in the middle holds a  
viola da gamba and at 

right an antique guitar.

I
N THE FRONT ROOM OF his Upper East Side par-
lor-floor studio, the artist George Condo pulls an 
intricately carved lute from its case. A large can-
vas featuring three female nudes is tacked to the 

wall, cigarette smoke hangs in the air (Condo likes to 
roll his own) and everywhere are string instruments: 
a viola da gamba, several rare acoustic guitars and a 
cream-colored Fender among them. The lute, made 
to his specifications by the Parisian luthier Wolfgang 
Früh, took over a year to finish, and it was the first in 
Condo’s collection, which has grown to include 11 other 
carefully sourced instruments ranging in value from 
$5,000 to $50,000. He has made a point of learning 
them all. “I don’t want to simply collect instruments 
and not know how to play them,” says Condo, who 
studied music theory and art history at the University 
of Massachusetts in Lowell. “It’s a great way to take 
my mind off the here and now—all the aspects of what 
goes on in the art world.”

It’s not surprising that the musical tastes of Condo, 
known mostly for technically brilliant paintings ren-
dered in his self-coined “artificial realism” style—a 
kind of contorted neo-Cubism by way of Goya and 
Velazquez—run to Bach and Beethoven. For the artist, 
“composition in painting and composition in music 
are sometimes similar.” He says Beethoven’s practice 
of “foreshortening”—repeating progressively shorter 
phrases to intensify the music—isn’t so different from 
his painterly manipulation of figures to afford them 
spatial and psychological dimension. 

This month, Condo opens a show of his drawings 
in New York, at the Skarstedt Gallery, and at London’s  
Simon Lee Gallery (on view through April and March, re-
spectively). Now 57, he’s also enjoyed major exhibitions 
at the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Museum 
of Modern Art and, in 2011, a critically  acclaimed mid-
career retrospective at the New Museum. In 2010, he 
famously created a quintet of album covers for Kanye 
West’s My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy. 

Just as he deploys Old Master techniques to create 
cutting-edge work, Condo believes that 18th-century 
music “sounds more modern when it’s played on older 
instruments”: The works “completely open up,” he 
says. “You feel these big skies opening overhead, and 
this golden light shining in.” Currently, he is working 
on a piece by Sylvius Leopold Weiss, a lute player from 
the turn of the 18th century, transcribed from lute to 
guitar and studying viola da gamba with a teacher 
once a week. “I always say, ‘You have to do something 
while the paint is drying.’ ” •
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W
ith an hour to go before service starts, 
waiters swarm around Albert Adrià in 
the dining room of his Barcelona res-
taurant Tickets as he samples tins of 

foodstuffs with a pair of tongs, indicating with a 
nod whether he approves of the flavor. White aspar-
agus, tuna in olive oil and roasted peppers satisfy 
the Catalan chef, who says that expertise in raw 
cooking materials is the “most complicated aspect 
of cuisine.” The restaurant—one of four Adrià owns 
and operates in his native city, with a fifth sched-
uled to open this April—offers playful morsels like 
“oyster with a pearl” (a fake one made of seaweed 
juice and lemon that bursts in the mouth) and 
“cheese airbags” (crunchy, inflated pizza dough 
filled with manchego cheese foam) that update tra-
ditional Catalan tapas with experimental culinary 
technique. Adrià designed the decor to reflect his 
love of the cinema, complete with an entrance that 
looks like a Coney Island box office. “I was sick of the 
eternal discussion between tradition and moder-
nity,” says Adrià, who is dressed in black from head 
to toe. “I began to ask myself if it were possible to 
find a model in which the two could coexist.”

At 44, Adrià is one of the most acclaimed chefs in 
the world, and probably Spain’s busiest. His goal is 
ambitious but straightforward: to convert Barcelona 
into the culinary capital of Europe. “We can trans-
form the city into a gastronomic Mecca,” says Adrià, 
who is constantly interrupted by his cooks as they 
check to make sure each dish is plated perfectly. 

the other ADrIÀ  Albert Adrià began cooking when he was just 15 years old, “because I didn’t like to study,” he 
says. “My father told me, ‘If you don’t study, work.’ ” He joined his brother, Ferran, in the kitchen at El Bulli a year later.

BY toni garcia 

After 23 years of cooking at El Bulli with his older brother,  
Ferran, Albert Adrià has struck out on his own with a  

fast-growing empire of restaurants in his native Barcelona.

Spain attraction
food

“if anyone can transform 
an entire neighborhood 
into a gigantic 
restaurant, it is albert 
adriÀ—one of the best 
cooks in the world.”

—juan mari arzak  

“Over eight million tourists come to Barcelona each 
year. We must take advantage of that potential.” 
Lately, he’s been focusing his efforts on the revital-
ization of El Paral•lel, a downtrodden neighborhood 
surrounding one of the city’s main arteries. All of 
Adrià’s restaurants are concentrated around the 
Avinguda del Paral•lel—Tickets and the adjacent 
cocktail lounge, 41° Experience even share a corridor 
(they both earned a Michelin star last year). 

It helps that the Adrià name is synonymous with 
what many critics consider to have been the best res-
taurant of all time. For two decades, Adrià cooked 
alongside his older brother, Ferran, who ran El Bulli, 
a shrine to molecular gastronomy on the coast about 
90 miles outside Barcelona. At its height, El Bulli 
received over 2 million requests per year for reser-
vations (it could only accommodate about 7,000 of 
them). It earned countless awards and defined avant-
garde cuisine during its 25-year life span, pioneering 
concepts like “fusion” and “deconstruction” and p
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school in a private room attached to 41° Experience. 
Further afield, he has schemes to open a beach club 
in the Dominican Republic, at the La Romana Resort 
& Spa in the southeast of the Caribbean country. “I 
can work in a bathing suit,” he says with a smile. “My 
wife is coming with me to La República Dominicana. 
That’s why I chose that place: If I tell her I’m going to 
open in Moscow, I’d have to go alone.” 

Whereas El Bulli was a culinary temple to which 
foodie pilgrims flocked from the world over, Adrià 
hopes to spread the good word of his native cuisine 
both at home and abroad. He has never forgotten 
something that his brother, Ferran, told him when 
he was young: about “the power of food as a cultural 
argument and the impact of gastronomy as an ambas-
sador for a country,” says Adrià. “I demand a lot from 
other people, but the person I demand the most from 
is myself: There is nothing worse than being named 
Adrià and leaving people indifferent.” •

spawning a generation of highly influential chefs, 
from Noma’s René Redzepi to Next’s Grant Achatz. 

The younger Adrià began working at El Bulli 
as a line cook, making ice cream with a clunking 
machine (“it was the worst job there was in the res-
taurant and I had to do it”) and performing other 
prove-your-mettle tasks. He’d worked in a restau-
rant only briefly before, at age 15, when he says his 
father told him, “If you don’t study, work.” He moved 
up the ranks at El Bulli when he took over the des-
sert menu, creating dishes like wasabi yogurt and 
Campari-soaked cake, and in the process making 
sweets one of the restaurant’s main attractions. 
Toward the end of his 23-year tenure, he spent half 
the year inventing new dishes in the El Bulli lab, 
exhausting himself daily. “The best years of my life, 
without a doubt,” he says. Still, the pressure took 
a toll, and he left the restaurant in 2008. “My wife 
told me I couldn’t miss seeing my son grow up.” El 
Bulli closed four years later.

While Ferran’s focus shifted to the El Bulli 
Foundation, a program dedicated to transforming the 
former restaurant into a competitive cooking school, 
Adrià’s attention returned to Barcelona full time. “If 
anyone can transform an entire neighborhood into a 
gigantic restaurant, it is Albert Adrià—one of the best 
cooks in the world,” says the Basque chef Juan Mari 
Arzak, who met Adrià through Ferran when Adrià was 
17 years old (Ferran and Juan Mari famously share a 
love of fine wine). “He’s always been a lively, quick-
witted and extremely inventive individual. There 
aren’t many chefs that can match his creativity.”

a
fter opening a small, short-lived bar 
called Inopia, Adrià focused his efforts 
with the cocktail bar 41° Experience, in 
January of 2011. It was designed as a space 

in which to sample El Bulli–esque snacks—frozen 
sliced parmesan, mango slices with Tagetes flow-
ers—paired with cocktails, all served in an industrial 
interior dominated by black. Tickets opened next 
door not long after, along with Adrià’s third proj-
ect, a Peruvian-Japanese restaurant called Pakta, 
which debuted in March of last year. Pakta’s tables 
are already difficult to reserve, with a waiting list of 
about 15 to 30 days. Last September, Adrià further 
burdened his shoulders with a fourth establishment, 
Bodega 1900, an homage to the Spanish tradition of 
ir a hacer el vermut, a midday ceremony in which ver-
mouth accompanies olives, potato chips or cold cuts. 
It’s a ritual near to Adrià’s heart. “My first culinary 
memory is having vermouths with my parents when 
Ferran was 12 years old, after his soccer game,” he 
says. “At Bodega 1900, we offer something utterly 
classic. People love the simplicity, and I allow myself 
the luxury of closing before eight,” he says, riffing on 
the notorious Spanish tendency to start dinner very 
late in the evening. 

Though his empire continues to grow steadily, 
Adrià is already focusing on his next projects. In 
April, he will unveil a Mexican restaurant called 
Yauarcan (its opening was delayed because “our 
original location wasn’t close enough to the other 
restaurants”), and he plans to open a bartending 
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homAge  
to CAtALoNIA  

Above: Bodega 
1900, which serves 

traditional catalan 
tapas and drinks. 

right: rabbit ribs 
served with a spoon 
of “animal blood”—

rabbit stock and 
beetroot jus—a dish 

at 41° Experience. 
Below: Bodega 1900’s 

classic fare includes 
prawns, potato chips 
and pork cracklings.

À LA CArte  
left: Albert, middle 
and Ferran, behind 
Albert, ages 17 and 
24, respectively, 
cooking at El Bulli’s 
first kitchen. Below: 
pakta’s nikkei-style 
salmon maki causa 
sushi served with  
aburi salsa.

AlBErt AdriÀ’s 
BArcElonA

Yauarcan
Adrià visited Mexico to source  

menu ideas for his newest  
restaurant, which opens in April. 

 avinguda de Mistral, 24 

Pakta
Pakta serves Peruvian-Japanese fusion 

cuisine. Customers choose between  
two tasting menus, and the waitlist is 

already about 15 to 30 days. 
Carrer de Lleida, 5 

tickets
Adrià’s love of the movies is reflected in 
Tickets’ decor. Though he mostly acts  

as manager, Adrià slips into the kitchen 
to cook whenever his schedule allows. 

avinguda del Paral•lel, 164

41º exPerience
A sleek cocktail lounge and experimental 

snack bar, 41° was Adrià’s first post– 
El Bulli opening, in January of 2011.

avinguda del Paral•lel, 164

Bodega 1900
This eatery specializes in traditional 
Catalan tapas and drinks, like jamón 

ibérico joselito and vermouth cocktails.
Carrer de Tamarit, 91
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SHINE ON   
A sultry metallic satin dress sets the 

tone for a chic getaway. Altuzarra dress, 
Jennifer Fisher choker and model’s  

own earrings. 

GOLD 
STANDARD
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 BY TONY PERROTTET   
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSH OLINS  STYLING BY CLARE RICHARDSON  

On a pristine stretch of Mexico’s Pacific shore—a ravishing setting for 
Andreea Diaconu to model the latest spring fashion—the Brignone family 

has created Costa Careyes, a whimsical refuge overflowing with art, 
architecture and their own glamorous vision for an idealized community.  

THE COAST  
OF UTOPIA 

60

INTO THE MYSTIC 
 Diaconu catches the 

breeze in Careyes, where 
patriarch Gian Franco 

Brignone established 
a retreat in the late 

1960s, now home to a 
network of private villas, 

art installations and 
philanthropic endeavors. 
Sportmax dress and vest.



aNglE Of REPOSE   
Gauzy fabrics and clean 
lines are made for long, 
languorous days. Dries 
van Noten top, Chanel 
pants, Jennifer Fisher 
choker, chain and bangle, 
Mociun rings (index and 
middle) and Edge of 
Ember ring. Opposite: 
Céline black top, white 
top and skirt, Jennifer 
Fisher choker and 
chain, Edge of Ember 
bracelet (top), Jennifer 
Fisher cuffs (middle and 
bottom), Mociun rings 
(index and middle), 
Edge of Ember ring and 
Givenchy by Riccardo 
Tisci sandals. 
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THE GILDED AGE
 The simplest beauty 

routine: surf-swept hair 
and sun-kissed skin. 

Akris embroidered dress. 
Opposite: Donna Karan 

New York silk shirt  
and Jennifer Fisher 

choker and chains and 
model’s own earrings 

(worn throughout).  64
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BUENA VISTA
 Hats off to a stunning 

panorama overlooking a 
vertiginous rope bridge 

known locally as the 
Bridge of Age. The Row 

linen crepe scarf, Michael 
Kors pants, Yestadt 

Millinery for The Row 
straw hat, Jennifer Fisher 

bangle, Mociun ring (left 
hand, index), Jennifer 

Fisher ring (right hand, 
index), Mociun ring (right 

hand, middle), Edge of 
Ember ring (right hand, 

ring) and Valentino 
Garavani espadrilles.



68

afTER HOURS 
A light wrap transitions 

beachwear from day 
to dusk. Chanel robe, 

Michael Kors swimsuit, 
and Jennifer Fisher 

choker and chain. 
Opposite: Chloé dress 

and Mociun rings.     68
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BRONZE METTLE
 Get cabana-ready with 

ease and elegance. 
Givenchy by Riccardo 

Tisci embroidered jacket 
and skirt, Jennifer Fisher 

choker and chains, 
Mociun rings (left hand, 
index and middle), Edge 
of Ember ring (left hand, 

ring), Jennifer Fisher 
bangles (right wrist, top 

and bottom), Aurélie 
Bidermann bracelet (right 

wrist, middle), Jennifer 
Fisher ring (right hand, 

index, bottom), Mociun 
ring (right hand, index, 
top), Alexis Bittar ring 

(right hand, middle), 
WXYZ ring (right hand, 

ring) and Valentino 
Garavani espadrilles. 

Opposite: The Row dress, 
visor and slides and 

Jennifer Fisher choker 
and chain.
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lOREM IPSUM
Bus ipsum faceat quaepti oribeatae assequi niet que culles 

inctur, odit fugiti cusam nihilla boratur reptint dit.

BEaT THE HEaT
 Add dimension to a 

simple look with fine 
accessories. Ralph Lauren 

Collection jumpsuit, 
Jennifer Fisher choker 

and chains, Aurélie 
Bidermann bracelet (top), 

Edge of Ember bracelet, 
Aurélie Bidermann rings 

(left hand), Jennifer 
Fisher ring (right hand, 

index), Mociun ring (right 
hand, middle),  

Edge of Ember ring  
(right hand, ring) and 

Manolo Blahnik for Band 
of Outsiders sandals. 72
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PalE fIRE 
Step lightly into the 

sunshine with a flowing 
silhouette. Balenciaga 

wool and organza 
dress, Jennifer Fisher 

necklaces, Aurélie 
Bidermann rings (left 

hand), Jennifer Fisher 
ring (right hand, index), 

Mociun ring (right  
hand, middle), Edge of 
Ember ring (left hand, 

ring) and J.W. Anderson 
slides. For details see 

Sources, page 106.

Model, Andreea Diaconu; 
hair, Shon; makeup,  

Sally Branka.
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the days when pages of Playboy magazine served as 
currency. Back in the 1970s, local fishermen would row 
from their trawlers to the beach with a crate full of 
live shrimp and proceed to barter for erotica with the 
Italian family, who were then living in rustic isolation 
by the sands. “Three pages of Playboy was the going 
rate for an entire crate,” explains Filippo Brignone, 
now in his early fifties. “And a few coconuts.”

There has always been an unruly energy to Careyes, 
a wild expanse of Mexican coastline that emerged 
over the last 45 years as one of the world’s most 
eccentric and glamorous refuges. Luxury outposts in 
remote locations are now a staple of five-star travel, 
but Careyes was a pioneer in the field, conceived on a 
scale impossible to imagine today. In 1968, the fam-
ily patriarch, Gian Franco Brignone, a bon vivant 
banker and real estate developer from Turin, flew 
to an area south of Puerto Vallarta in a light aircraft 
and was astonished to spot an uninhabited stretch 
of beach and reef-fringed islands, all with a glorious 
mountain backdrop. Without even setting foot on 
shore, he decided to purchase almost nine miles of 
the dreamlike coastline, wiring $2 million to a local 
friend’s bank account. Soon European aristocrats, 
British billionaires and South American playboys 
were his paying guests. Careyes is now renowned for 
its 50 architecturally inventive villas, some clinging 
dramatically to cliff edges, others appointing majes-
tic headlands. They resemble site-specific sculptures 
more than residences—a creative composite using 
the palm roofs of the Pacific’s traditional open-air 
palapas, voluptuous stucco curves painted in warm 
Mexican colors and infinity pools.

Also hidden discreetly around the site’s 2,000-odd 
acres are some 30 casitas for rent, three beachside 
bungalows and a boutique hotel that is being con-
verted into apartments for artists. In 2013, the 
family’s foundation began coordinating its environ-
mental, arts and educational programs for the local 
community, which has slowly grown over the years. 
But the Brignones take pride that Careyes still cap-
tivates visitors with ample sunshine, fresh food and 
good company, just as it did during its rough-and-
tumble start. The older son, Giorgio, explains, “To 
us, the greatest compliment is when a guest comes 
back after 40 years and says, ‘Oh my God, this hasn’t 
changed!’ Things are always evolving, but the spirit 
stays the same.”

It’s not hard to imagine the days of the Playboy 
economy, as you sit in Careyes’s small beachside res-
taurant at the Playa Rosa sampling seafood that was 
plucked from the waves only hours before, while 
being lulled by the rhythmic crash of surf just feet 
away. The patriarch, Gian Franco, might be 87, but he 
is still trim and active, sporting a straw hat and a per-
manent grin of contentment. Flanked by a Brazilian 
girlfriend who is more than four decades his junior 

and a svelte Romanian assistant in her twenties, he 
savors his ceviche and tequila while musing on the 
Chinese horoscope and making the occasional gnomic 
statement about life: “Coincidence is an appointment 
that God makes but doesn’t sign” is one favorite. In 
the warm tropical breeze, we chat about the prop-
erty’s ups and downs over the decades. “Something 
protects Careyes,” Gian Franco declares. “Some spirit 
or ancient god.” He gestures out to the offshore island, 
which rises from the water like a Mayan pyramid. “We 
like to think this island is the god that keeps us safe,” 
Filippo explains. “You see the head and shoulders? It’s 
our King Kong mountain.”

The remote setting adds to the sense of being in a 
lost world. Careyes is surrounded by the Chamela-
Cuixmala Biosphere Reserve, a 32,000-acre wilderness 

that teems with wildlife, including 270 species of bird 
and 70 species of mammal, two of which are the increas-
ingly rare puma and jaguar. Few places in Mexico still 
have such a virginal air. Clusters of villas are linked by 
shaded roads, with turnoffs onto unpaved tracks lead-
ing to seemingly endless beaches and raw cliff faces. 
While driving one morning across a half-flooded road 
through mangroves, I spotted a crocodile spine twist-
ing through the waters. In the ocean, giant sea turtles 
cruise just below the surface, while the waves occa-
sionally erupt with flying fish.

But it’s the man-made flourishes, in particular 
a host of whimsical sculptures, that add a touch of 
magic—and occasional madness—to Careyes. There 
are hallucinogenic visions at every turn. In a beachside 
hut called the Cosmic Temple, one is surprised to find 
a meteorite fragment placed inside a spiral of stone. A 
circular “deer’s eye” hole in a wall marks the entrance 
to one beach, as pristine as when the conquistadors 
sailed past. At the grandiose Castillo el Tigre del Mar, 
a handmade ladder continues inexplicably above the 
roof, toward the sky. “The first part is for terrestrials 

to go up, the second is for extraterrestrials to come 
down,” explains Gian Franco gleefully. A bottle of 
tequila is affixed to the top rung as a greeting to the 
descending gods. Almost as surreal is stumbling 
across a perfectly groomed polo field surrounded by 
dense jungle, where every winter players from Europe 
and throughout Latin America are lured to compete. 
(“Mexico has a huge horse culture,” says Giorgio, who 
is the polo enthusiast of the family and, like a tropical 
country squire, is always in the company of two enor-
mous greyhounds. “It’s not just Argentina.”)  

The family doesn’t advertise, so owners of the vil-
las—and even those who rent them—tend to be friends 
of friends. “People have to fit into the Careyes philoso-
phy,” says Filippo. Before being allowed to purchase 
or build a residence, they must meet a list of 27 wry 
conditions more demanding than any Manhattan 
co-op, including “to live in the present every minute 
of the day”; “to be multilingual”; “to have cried for 
others”; and “to have committed most of the seven 
deadly sins.” (A list is helpfully provided.) Condition 
number 26 is a little more bluntly practical: “to find 
the financial means to acquire a home.” But money is 
not the first consideration, the family stresses. “I was 
approached by a developer who said he could give me 

50 multimillionaires tomorrow,” 
Filippo says. “I turned him down. 
What do we want with people whose 
first interest in life is money? We 
want authentic people, people who 
love nature, people who believe in 
coincidence, not people who want to 
talk about their new wristwatches.”

The Careyes logo—a slightly 
bewildering question and exclama-
tion point, written as “?!”—is meant 
to capture the indefinable quality 
of the project. “We kept coming 
back to this simple form,” remarks 
Filippo. “ ‘What is Careyes? It’s like 
nowhere else!’ ” Certainly, the mix 
of glamour and whimsy does leave 
one groping for comparisons. Some 
have connected Careyes to a tradi-

tion that began with Sacro Bosco, the Renaissance 
fantasy garden set up in the 1550s in Italy. But at 
times, listening to Gian Franco’s quasi-spiritual rhet-
oric, it seems closer to the Utopian communities that 
sprouted up in Latin America in the 19th century—but 
instead of religious exiles, lost Confederate soldiers 
or political purists, it’s populated by extravagant art-
loving hedonists. As they say in Italian, it’s un mondo 
a parte—a world apart.  

G
ian Franco’s creation of Careyes 
is a parable for anyone pondering an 
extreme sea change. In 1968, he was a 
successful 42-year-old entrepreneur 
living in Paris when the student riots 
and Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia 

convinced him that Europe was sliding into ruin. “I 
didn’t want my family in the hands of bureaucrats 
and technocrats.” By chance, a relative, the Bolivian 
tin baron Antenor Patiño, invited him to visit Mexico. 
Gian Franco could barely find it on a map, he says, but 
when he arrived on the Pacific coast, where there was 

bright horizon  The “deer’s eye” entrance to one of the pristine 
Pacific beaches where the Brignones have banned further development.

At Costa Careyes, a fantastiCal 
realm of art and arChiteCture 
on mexiCo’s PaCifiC Coast, the 

Brignone family fondly rememBers 
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then a lone resort south of Puerto Vallarta called Las 
Hadas, he was instantly enthralled.

At the time, Costa Careyes (named after the type 
of turtle that nests there) had drifted along uncon-
nected to the outside world for centuries. There were 
no roads until the ’60s, and even then the area was 
often cut off by flooding rivers. According to legend, 
when the owner from Mexico City visited his small 
cattle hacienda there in 1959, it was the first time any-
one had checked the books in a century. It was a land 
where “nobody was born and nobody died,” intones 
one chronicler. “There were no cemeteries and no 
doctors.” But the landscape that was useless for 
agriculture was ideal as a tourist escape, with a mild 
climate and water from rivers that ran Evian-clear.

Even though he didn’t speak Spanish, Gian Franco 
found the prospect of creating an empire of art and 
beauty in the middle of nowhere irresistible. “It was 
love at first sight,” he recalled later. “Unconditional 
love. No woman, no child has ever inspired such love.” 
(His sons like to joke that they are his “second-gen-
eration family”; Costa Careyes is his first and most 
beloved progeny.) For the first few years, Gian Franco 
came on regular visits to stay in a simple beach house 
as workers cut trails with machetes, occasionally 
bringing his sons and two daughters. “It was every 
kid’s dream,” Filippo recalls.

The path of true love did not run smooth. Gian 
Franco initially planned to turn Careyes into a con-
ventional resort area, along with Fiat heir Gianni 
Agnelli, creating hotels and 6,000 condos. But Agnelli 
pulled out without explanation. “I thought it was a 
disaster, but it was a great stroke of luck,” Gian Franco 
says. “Like so many things about Careyes!” Instead, he 
leased some land to Club Med to pay for an access road 
and water pumps, then opened his own small hotel 
in 1972. The opening of this humble property sounds 
like an Italian sitcom: The first guests arrived at 3 a.m. 
after their plane was delayed eight hours. The two cou-
ples didn’t know one another but had to bunk together 
in the same room. The beds had no sheets, because 
the truck driver bringing them had gotten drunk and 
passed out by the roadside. Still, the beautiful setting 
made the visit a hit. Before long, European jet-setters 
and haut-bohemians were arriving: aristocrats, star-
lets and financiers like Edmond de Rothschild, mostly 

drawn from Gian Franco’s personal rolodex. “We 
knew we were doing something right because even 
the French weren’t complaining,” he jokes. American 
luminaries such as the director John Huston, who had 
shot The Night of the Iguana near Puerto Vallarta, also 
came to stay; he declared Careyes “the best marriage 
between Italy and Mexico.”

The success of the hotel allowed Gian Franco to 
indulge his artistic side, starting with the imaginative 
villas that would become a signature of Careyes. Their 
unique style was established with his first house, Casa 
Mi Ojo (My Eye House), designed in collaboration with 
the Mexican architect Marco Aldaco. (Construction 
was slow, explains Filippo, because workers kept 
watching the topless girls at the Club Med below with 
binoculars.) Casa Mi Ojo’s central thatch-roof hut is 
supported by the trunks of jungle pines that have been 
enveloped by amates, a tentacle-like root. The volup-
tuous stucco walls are given a subtle “elephant skin” 

finish with a glow of Mediterranean 
blue. A gleaming white terrace 
commands the Pacific for sunset 
cocktails, and an infinity pool wraps 
vertiginously around a precipice. As 
a final flourish, the villa is connected 
to an island by an unnerving suspen-
sion bridge, the Bridge of Age, which 
sways 230 feet above crashing rocks. 
Overlooking the lavish ensemble 
are two enormous eyes painted on 
a wall, one of which is a window—a 
playful reference to Gian Franco’s 
loss of an eye in his twenties, the 
result of a cataract. (Villagers like to 
say it was a result of a construction 
accident, as he wandered in a daze 
around one of his building sites, 
daydreaming about another exotic 
design flourish.)

By the ’80s, the villas’ artistic potential had 
caught the imagination of American fashion editors: 
Christie Brinkley was photographed here by Patrick 
Demarchelier; Cindy Crawford posed nude for Herb 
Ritts; and Bruce Weber shot Calvin Klein Obsession 
ads. Despite all the admiring publicity, there were 
many hiccups. “We’ve had to adapt to situations 
over the years we could never have imagined,” says 
Giorgio, including Mexico’s economic twists and the 
swine flu scare. “Ten times we’ve been in crisis but 
carried on.” A happy-go-lucky attitude to life seems 
to have helped. In one bizarre twist, even though this 
coast is one of the safest places in Mexico today, Gian 
Franco was kidnapped in 1988 and held in the moun-
tains for six days. “They got the wrong guy!” says 
Filippo, laughing. “It was a case of mistaken identity.”

Far more unsettling was a long-lasting feud 
with the coast’s other powerful resident—a figure 
as eccentric and larger than life, in his own way, as 
Gian Franco—the British corporate raider Sir James 
Goldsmith. The two began as friends, when Goldsmith 
visited Careyes in 1976 and was also bewitched by the 
landscape. (“It was love at first sight for Daddy,” recalls 
Goldsmith’s daughter, Alix. “We rented Casa Mi Ojo, 
which was wonderful, because Gian Franco was still 
living in it at the time. He introduced us to every-
one.”) Goldsmith returned regularly in his private 747 
decorated in an Indian theme, sometimes renting a 
number of villas for mistresses and children. (One of 
his favorite adages was, “When you marry your lover, 
a new vacancy is immediately created.”) The billion-
aire tried to make do with the remote setting. There 
was only one telephone at Careyes at the time, so he 
was forced to stand in line to make his financial deals. 
Since everyone in line could overhear him, he bought 
a village store for privacy.

The friendship went awry in 1987, when Goldsmith 
bought land next to Careyes and began constructing a 
domed mansion modeled on the Hagia Sophia mosque 
in Istanbul. Gian Franco decided to build his own new 
villa, Castillo el Tigre del Mar, just at the point where 
Goldsmith would see it from his favorite window. “The 
problem was five degrees of separation,” says Filippo. 
“If Goldsmith’s architect had moved the window five 
degrees, the fighting would never have begun.”

Relations worsened in 1992, when Goldsmith 
became a late-life environmental crusader and set 
aside massive stretches of his land to create the 
Chamela-Cuixmala Biosphere Reserve, surround-
ing the Brignones’s property and limiting further 
development. Conflict flared even after Goldsmith’s 
death in 1997. In 2007, Alix and her husband, Goffredo 
Marcaccini, who live on the Goldsmith estate, 
attacked the Brignones’s plan to create a new marina 
and resort near the Biosphere, claiming it would be 
ruinous for the environment. After testy exchanges in 
international and local media, plans for the new devel-
opment were shelved.

“It’s just as well the marina failed,” Giorgio admits 
now. “It probably wasn’t well thought-out.” Likewise, 
the Brignones now regard the biosphere as a bless-
ing that has saved the coastline from thoughtless 
development. Alix Marcaccini, a cheery 50-year-old 
with the air of an opera diva and an infectious laugh, 
agrees that old tensions have dissipated. She now 
lives in Cuixmala in a villa with a sweeping view of 

OUTER lIMITS The Careyes logo—?!—on the roof 
of a building called Castillo el Tigre del Mar. The 
ladder, topped with a bottle of tequila, is meant to 
welcome extraterrestrials. 

WaTER WORlD  An infinity pool at one of the villas at Rincon de Careyes.
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her coconut plantation and the coast, which is domi-
nated by the hulking La Loma, resembling a sun-filled 
Xanadu. (It has, over the years, hosted Richard Nixon, 
Henry Kissinger, Ronald and Nancy Reagan, Mick 
Jagger, Madonna and Bill Gates, among others.) “It’s 
crazy to be feuding, above all for our kids’ sake,” she 
says. “We’re all trying to work together now.”

W
hen i arrive at Careyes at the 
end of the short rainy season, 
I’m given a taste of how it must 
have been in those mythic early 
days. The flight from Mexico 
City to Manzanillo by propeller 

plane has only seven passengers, and the 90-minute 
drive from the sleepy airport takes roads that are 
crumbling from recent floods. The dusty villages en 
route have a somnolent Sergio Leone feel. I arrive at 
Careyes just as a power failure—these days a rare 
event—blacks out the entire coast. The open-air res-
taurant at Playa Rosa has been hastily candlelit, and 
the waiter shows me the handwritten blackboard 
menu with a flashlight. “Look, we’re recreating the 
experience of the 1970s for you!” says Filippo, laugh-
ing, when he arrives. “Actually, the menu hasn’t 
even changed.”

I’m staying at a villa called Orion, complete with 
ravishing ocean views and a staff of three who brings 
me a steady supply of fresh mango, margaritas and 
potent Mexican coffee. At night, the tiles of my infin-
ity pool glow phosphorescent, mirroring the stars. 
The expansive view, with its titanic cliffs and rocks, 
evokes the craggy coast of Italy. “An American archi-
tect came here once and said, ‘Wait a minute! That 
bay is like Portofino,’ ” says Filippo, pointing down 
from the aerie. “ ‘The houses on that headland are like 

Positano. Those are the towers of San Gimignano. And 
all only three hours from Los Angeles! Why travel all 
that way to Europe?’ ”

For the next couple of days, I explore this fanci-
ful resort and outdoor gallery, visiting one surreal 
installation after another, mostly conceived by Gian 
Franco in the tradition of land art. Looming like a 
spaceship over one fist of rock is the Copa del Sol 
(Sun Cup), a 35-foot-high concrete goblet dotted 

with diamond-shaped glass windows; its interior 
has the acoustics of a Greek amphitheater, and visi-
tors can lie down and be hypnotized by the passing 
clouds. A mile away, a steep trail leads to man-made 
caves with a stone pyramid at their heart. Every 
solstice, the sun sets behind the Copa and shoots 
a beam of light through a window to the pyramid’s 
peak. Down by the beach, an abandoned house was 
decorated with graffiti by the artist Kenny Scarf and 
70 kids from local villages.

In season, Careyes is a wildly 
cosmopolitan place, with 42 nation-
alities living here. The son and 
daughter of the Colombian art-
ist Fernando Botero own villas, as 
does the musician Seal. (He mar-
ried Heidi Klum here, although they 
have not returned since the divorce 
proceedings.) Guests at various vil-
las have included Giorgio Armani, 
Francis Ford Coppola and Silvio 
Berlusconi. Quentin Tarantino and 
Uma Thurman shot the final scenes 
from Kill Bill. (Tarantino hired two 
local prostitutes to act in the film, 
Filippo says. “They were very good, 
but charged him a fortune.”) The 
Brignones coyly decline to name 
more recent celebrity visitors. 
(“They come here for privacy.”) But 
as we drive around, Filippo casually 
mentions German actors, Texan art collectors, L.A. 
film producers and a Mexican steel magnate building 
a 25,000-square-feet villa in the area once leased by 
Club Med.

Preserving Careyes’s dreamlike isolation is hard 
work, says Giorgio: “We’ve been left alone by the 
government, which is both good and bad. We can 
do whatever we want. But we had to create our own 
infrastructure, down to collecting garbage, cleaning 
highways, digging water wells, arranging security. So 
now we’re completely independent. We have no debt, 
no partners, no problems with the government, in a 
country that is showing signs of increasing wealth. 
The challenge is to keep developing the land well.”

To that end, in 2013 the family started the ?! 
Careyes Foundation to consolidate their environmen-
tal and philanthropic programs. The frontier villages 
that sprang up along the first dusty road in the ’60s 
now make up a feisty but impoverished community of 
7,500 inhabitants. For the last 15 years, Careyes has 
funded a medical clinic with 24-hour emergency care 
and two ambulances. The foundation is now expand-
ing into education, training teachers in creative math 
methods and a resident artist program that provides 
workshops for local kids. (In the summer of 2013, a 
Mexican filmmaker worked on producing their short 
films.) A piazza-like art space, designed by daughter 
Emanuela, offers free musical performances and gal-
leries, with films projected at night—Cinema Paradiso 
style. There are pesticide-free farming projects and 
plans to lobby for marine protection areas.

The foundation is also expanding its successful 
turtle conservation program, which began at Careyes 
in the early ’80s. A century ago, legend holds, sea 
turtles were so plentiful, their shells blackened the 

beaches. But fishermen began poaching the eggs to 
use in a popular aphrodisiac, mixed with lime, chile 
and tequila. Predators decimated the remaining sur-
vivors, and by 1983, when the Turtle Preservation 
Center began at Careyes, only 11 turtles were laying 
their eggs in an entire year. Now, by keeping away 
poachers and predators, the numbers have climbed 
back to 1,960 nesting turtles, with over 165,000 
hatchlings released in 2012. The pristine beaches, the 
Brignones say, will be left intact. Lest it all sound too 

saintly, they point out that they are still developers 
and plan to create new villas in the hills—although 
proceeding at a snail’s pace. “We are not in any hurry,” 
Filippo tells me, as we motor along the coast in a small 
boat. “It might happen in 10 years or 20 or 50. We want 
to make sure we do things right. I want my grandchil-
dren to enjoy Careyes the way I do now.”

Gian Franco’s four children are all involved in dif-
ferent aspects of the operation. Planning ahead, he 
has even designed a family grave plot up on El Cerro 
Colorado, with coastal views. The sons recently 
drove Gian Franco up to have a look, and he got a little 
carsick on the way. “We said, at least we don’t have to 
carry you back up here if you die now,” Filippo jokes, 
“we can put you straight in the ground!” (Condition 
of Careyes villa ownership number 14: “To think of 
death as a passage.” Condition 25: “To have a sense 
of humor.”)

Just when I think I can’t be any more surprised by 
Careyes, I visit the Castillo el Tigre del Mar, which is 
reached via a bumpy track to a headland. Painted in 
front of its grand infinity pool is a medieval labyrinth 
copied from the floors of Chartres Cathedral. In one 
corner of the pool, miniscule live crabs are clustered 
on the white tiles like porcelain decorations. The 
palatial villa is shaped like the prow of a ship with a 
stairway carved into the rocky headland. As I care-
fully creep down these narrow, slippery steps, bats 
swoop low over my head. I find myself in a sea cave, 
where a stone dining table is set, slippery with sea 
spray and topped with two rusted Gothic candelabras. 
From the cavern’s ceiling hang glass sculptures like 
tear drops. I stand there, mesmerized and perplexed, 
as the ocean roars in my ears.

At last, the Careyes logo—?!—makes perfect sense. •

high line A rope bridge, 230 feet above the rocky 
shore, connects Casa Mi Ojo to an uninhabited island. 

stairway to heaVen  The Copa del Sol perched on a headland.  
The interior has the acoustics of a Greek amphitheater. 
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by Christina binkley
PhOtOGraPhy by maCiek kObielski 

The power couple behind Gucci opens up 
about their office romance—and their plans 

for the luxury brand in the post-logo era.

love 
actually

l
ike many working parents, Gucci’s Frida Giannini 
and Patrizio di Marco spent a recent morning strug-
gling to Skype with their young daughter. The 
transmission from their Beverly Hills hotel room 
froze Giannini’s image, raising concerns about how 
9-month-old Greta, at home with her grandmother in 

Rome, might regard this potentially scary picture of her mama.
“We need to figure out FaceTime,” di Marco grumbled as the cou-

ple fought off jet lag and prepared to tackle a busy A-list weekend 
in Los Angeles. Rarely do their duties as Gucci’s creative director 
and chief executive require them to travel to the same city, but 
their schedule on this trip left little time to be alone together. The 
agenda included attending a film premiere with Martin Scorsese 
and Leonardo DiCaprio, as well as hosting the Art+Film Gala for 
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, where Sting performed 
for a crowd that included Warren Beatty, Amy Adams and Brian 
Grazer. (The pop star paid homage to his hosts by announcing, 
“Here I am in my new Gucci suit.”)

Together, Giannini and di Marco are warm, not cuddly, and 
maintain a wariness that suggests they are still learning to 
navigate public life as a couple. Pairings between executives and 
designers are not unheard of in the fashion industry, yet news of 
the involvement between Giannini, who is Gucci’s 41-year-old cre-
ative director, and di Marco, 51, the brand’s chief executive, created 
a sensation two years ago. Facing global headlines, the couple felt 
obligated to pinpoint the moment their professional relationship 
had turned personal—during a June 2009 business trip to open a 
new Gucci flagship in Shanghai—and to field intimate questions 
about the fallout if the relationship ever soured.

It’s commonly believed that two parents are good for raising a 
child. But it’s possible that, as a couple, Giannini and di Marco are 
also better at steering Gucci than either would be separately. The 
fashion industry requires unusually close working relationships 
between the business and creative sides—and the frank discussions 

BOARDROOM EYES Creative director Frida Giannini and CEO Patrizio  
di Marco became a couple six months after they started working together.
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stores because the brand was pushing its logo prod-
ucts and not manufacturing her collections. “She did 
very nice products, but they were just in the show-
room, not in the stores.” By the end of the meeting, 
there were no sparks flying, they say. But, Giannini 
notes with a grin, “When he left the room, I thought, 
He’s quite handsome.”

On his return to Milan that evening, di Marco 
stopped in Modena to visit his mother. Pinault con-
tacted him there, saying Giannini had emailed him to 
say the meeting went well. At the memory, he smiles.

Things heated up nine months later in Shanghai. 
Di Marco found himself phoning Pinault—who he 
often calls his “shareholder”—to ask for a meeting in 
Paris. Pinault chuckles when he recalls the conversa-
tion that took place between the three of them. After 
explaining their involvement, di Marco offered to 
quit his job. Pinault batted the suggestion aside. “My 
first answer, you know what? I’ve been working with 
my family for 30 years. What is the issue here?

“It’s very demanding,” Pinault adds. And if things 
go sour, he notes, “That’s their own issue. I don’t 
want to be involved in their private life.” 

A
LL THE CHATTER about Giannini and 
di Marco’s office romance may have 
clouded the news of a more tectonic 
shift at Gucci. Take a look at any of the 
brand’s flagship stores these days and 
you will witness the reincarnation of 

the brand’s bamboo-handled bags, an array of loaf-
ers in every color, plenty of wearable daywear, even 
a children’s collection. You will not see a pile of fab-
ric logo products. The famous GG logo bags, so easily 
counterfeited, have taken a backseat to luxurious 
leather goods with more subtle logos—black-on-
black embossed leather, for instance.

The once-flashy brand has executed a U-turn as it 
aims for wealthier consumers, with a focus on sensu-
ality and its Italian heritage. This strategy has paid 
off, with a 17.7 percent rise in profits before interest 
and taxes, to $1.26 billion in 2012. Today, 72 percent 
of Gucci’s revenues are of leather goods and shoes, 
says di Marco, while a few years ago 85 percent was 
of fabric products. The tricky part has been main-
taining Gucci’s sexy image throughout.

“What has been done by Patrizio and Frida was to 
rebalance Gucci,” says Pinault. It’s only a beginning, 

he concedes, but notes, “Gucci is already becoming 
perceived as being more luxurious than it was.”

This repositioning is essential to Pinault’s plans 
for Kering. Before he took control of the company 
from his father, François Pinault, the brands of 
Kering (then called PPR) were left to operate autono-
mously, with little reliance on one another. “We were 
in a format that was called a conglomerate,” says the 
younger Pinault. Now, he says, “More and more we 
are developing brand synergies at the Kering level.”

Those synergies coalesce around Gucci, which 
Pinault calls “the spine” of Kering. More than its big-
gest luxury brand, Gucci serves as Kering’s innovation 
incubator. Its leather goods factory in Florence is also 
a research laboratory for other Kering brands includ-
ing Alexander McQueen, Saint Laurent and Bottega 
Veneta. Its apparel factory in Novara creates samples 
and prototypes for Kering ready-to-wear lines like 
Stella McCartney, enabling the giant to leverage the 
skills of its top artisans across its luxury universe. Di 
Marco  is one of Pinault’s key players, with influence 
that extends beyond Gucci. He now sits on Kering’s 
executive committee, where he may weigh in on 
issues impacting the company’s 15 luxury brands and 
five sport/lifestyle brands, from Brioni to Puma.

At Gucci, di Marco has backed Giannini in tak-
ing a deep dive into the label’s own Florence-based 
archive. Di Marco recently engineered the purchase 
of a financially distressed Italian porcelain maker, 
Richard Ginori 1735, preserving both its name and its 
fine artisanal methods to produce products for Gucci 
as well as for Ginori.

Gucci is simultaneously moving away from the 
vampy edge that made the company’s name in 
the go-go ’90s, when then-designer Tom Ford riv-
eted attention on Gucci with stunt advertisements 
(shaving a “G” in model Louise Pedersen’s nether 
parts) and sending a male model down the runway 
in a logo G-string. Pinault and di Marco pay Ford 
homage for building, in Pinault’s words, Gucci’s 
“fashion authority.”

“Gucci as a company exists because of what Tom 
Ford and Domenico [De Sole, then-CEO] did,” says 
di Marco. These days, the label is downplaying 
overt sexuality. Buttery silk dresses and stiletto 
heels suggest but don’t shock. A brand film shot by 
Bruce Weber focuses on a pretty model kissing a 
foal and long shots of meadows.

and campaigning permissible between 
lovers have well served other labels: 
Miuccia Prada and Patrizio Bertelli; 
Valentino Garavani and Giancarlo 
Giammetti; and Yves Saint Laurent and 
Pierre Bergé are but a few examples.

Even so, the Giannini–di Marco 
partnership began inauspiciously. Di 
Marco, who insists his dream was to 
be a comic book artist and paint, was 
feeling in control and comfortable as 
the chief executive officer of Bottega 
Veneta when he was offered the top 
job at Gucci in 2008. He’d quit smok-
ing and hadn’t had a cigarette in four 
years. When François-Henri Pinault—
chief executive of Kering, the luxury 
giant and parent company of both 
Gucci and Bottega Veneta—called, di Marco viewed 
Gucci, adrift after the departures of Domenico De 
Sole and Tom Ford, as a career risk. “The first thing 
I did the next morning was go out and buy a pack of 
cigarettes,” he says. “I was anxious.”

Di Marco wrote a 150-page document outlining his 
do-or-die strategy for Gucci, presenting it to Pinault 
during a three-hour meeting in London in July. By 
October, they had hammered out the details of a plan, 
with one vital issue unresolved. Di Marco wasn’t 
satisfied with the products he’d seen in Gucci stores, 
which were packed with logo goods. Also, Giannini’s 
collections, like her “Flora” print revival, had sold 
well commercially, but they had largely failed to make 
fashion critics swoon. “There was just one question 
mark,” he says, “and that question mark was Frida.”

Giannini, who had worked at Fendi before joining 
Gucci in 2002 and taking over its creative direction 
in 2006, heard rumors that she could be out of a job. 
But, she says, “Patrizio was the fourth CEO I’d had 
at the company, and I was still there, so I thought, I 
can survive.” Instead, she worried that he would put 
the brand’s sexiness on ice. “I was scared because I 
didn’t want to go too much in the direction of Bottega 
Veneta. I thought, We can’t lose this edgy sexiness.”

Like two lions sizing each other up, they met for 
the first time on October 10, 2008, in Giannini’s for-
mer office in Florence. Di Marco took the train down 
from Milan. Giannini was expecting someone short, 
based on photographs she’d seen online. Di Marco, 
who stands more than six feet tall, found himself 
maneuvered onto a low couch, while Giannini tow-
ered over him on her chair. “I thought it was on 
purpose,” he says. He asked to move to a table.

“We were studying each other,” Giannini says. Di 
Marco agrees, “smelling each other. A bit of marking 
the territory. We had to come to a conclusion.”

Giannini produced a thick document detailing her 
collections and what she had done at the brand and 
her reasons. It wasn’t an approach that he expected 
from the creative side of the business. “I call her the 
most German Roman I have ever met,” di Marco says.

For eight hours, Giannini and di Marco talked and 
smoked, without eating, discussing logos, luxury 
goods and brand image. “The office was in a cloud,” 
says Giannini, who took their mutual smoking as a 
good sign. Di Marco says he realized that much of 
what Giannini was designing wasn’t making it into 

2007
Fall/winter men’s featured 

outsize furs. Spring/
summer ad campaign.  

2006
Spring/summer ad 

campaign shot by Craig 
McDean; an s/s runway look.

2008
A Cossack-inspired look for 
fall/winter (left); Rihanna at 

Gucci’s Unicef benefit.

Since becoming creative 
director in 2006, Frida 

Giannini has maintained 
the sexiness established by 

predecessor Tom Ford while 
tapping into the brand’s 
sensual Italian heritage. 

A BRIEF  
HISTORY OF 

GUCCI
TK
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It’s a tricky transition. Focus groups conducted 
by Gucci have shown that young people have little 
memory of pre-Ford Gucci with its demure horse-
bit loafers and Jackie bags, says di Marco. They 
know the brand only for its flash and GG logo and 
may have a harder time connecting to the new-old 
Gucci. Removing the high-selling cloth logo bags 
from stores means leaving eager customers literally 
empty-handed. Pinault says he is braced for revenue 
to take a hit in the near term—particularly after such 
strong growth in 2012—but that the strategy should 
pay off over time. “This is deliberate,” he says. For 
now, Giannini’s ability to create desirable bags and 
luxe accessories while infusing wearable clothing 
with decadence—a net top made of laser-cut leather 
appeared in her spring 2014 collection—has held the 
attention of the fashion world.

Gucci also recently emerged from a produc-
tion overhaul, undertaken in 2004 to certify that 
its supply chain meets the “SA8000” standards of 
the independent inspection group Bureau Veritas. 
The effort promotes work practices that, among 
other things, meet the conventions of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Convention 
on the Rights of the Child. Though it’s expected to 
raise Gucci’s public image, the move was costly. It 
took three years and caused Gucci to sever ties with 
a number of its longtime suppliers in Italy. “You can 
have your own Bangladesh in Italy: Workers working 
over weekends; cots in factories. We had to make a lot 
of changes,” says di Marco. “We respect every law. 
That’s a big statement I’m making.”

Giannini has also stepped beyond the confines of her 
design studio, pursuing a scale of philanthropic activ-
ity that is unusual for designers. Gucci has become one 
of the biggest corporate donors to Unicef’s Schools for 
Africa program (cofounded by the Nelson Mandela 
Foundation), paying nearly $15 million to build schools 
and cover pupils’ fees. It has paid another $3 million 
for HIV/AIDS relief and disaster response initiatives, 
according to Unicef. Caryl Stern, president and chief 
executive of the U.S. Fund for Unicef, says Giannini has 
been so hands-on that the two have become friends, 
noting that she doesn’t believe their philanthropy is 
just part of a marketing strategy. “Nowhere do you see 
‘brought to you by Gucci,’ ” she says. “What you see is 
schools and no school fees.”

Giannini herself conceived of Chime for Change, 

a global campaign for girls’ and women’s empower-
ment that launched last February and was celebrated 
with a June concert at London’s Twickenham 
Stadium. The concert was headlined by Beyoncé, 
Florence Welch, Jennifer Lopez and Mary J. Blige. 
Violence against women is a particular concern in 
Italy, where the disturbing trend of women assaulted 
by husbands and boyfriends has been making head-
lines. “In the south of Italy, it’s like the Middle Ages,” 
says Giannini, who grew up in a Roman household 
that her parents agree was a matriarchy.

G
IANNINI ADMITS THAT when she 
first came up with the idea behind 
Chime—as “a new Live Aid, but for 
women”—in the spring of 2012, the 
timing was terrible. “Chime for 
Change was the worst timing for 

myself,” she says. “I started talking about it, and then 
I learned I was pregnant.”

Like their relationship, Giannini and di Marco kept 
her pregnancy secret until she was so obviously with 
child that a colleague confronted her at work. This 
moment was inadvertently captured by a documen-
tary film crew—Giannini forgot she was wearing a 
microphone—and can be witnessed in The Director: 
An Evolution in Three Acts, which follows Giannini 
through two fashion seasons as she designs and shows 
her collections. The film was produced by James 
Franco, the actor, who is also a paid model for Gucci.

Franco says the intimacy was a hard-earned 
moment in the film, which took 18 months rather 
than the three months he’d anticipated. “In fashion, 
they’re used to controlling their image,” Franco says. 
“They’re used to overanalyzing everything they put 
out. Getting used to the camera is a hurdle for every-
one. It just took them longer than most.”

The actress Salma Hayek Pinault, whose daughter 
Valentina Pinault is 6, shared mothering tips with 
Giannini before she was prepared for some of the grit-
tier aspects of child rearing. “She was giving me a lot 
of advice about breastfeeding, and I was looking at her 
like she was a space alien,” says Giannini. “Because 
before you have experienced it, you don’t know.

“Salma said, ‘You know, if the baby has an ear 
infection, the milk is the best thing for healing—in 
the ear.’ I was like—what?!”

“Ha,” says Hayek Pinault, who is married to 

Franciois-Henri Pinault. “She was a mother before she 
had a child.” Giannini’s large belly preceded her onto 
the runway the following February as she presented 
her fall 2013 collection. Greta arrived 10 days later.

In September, Giannini took another runway bow 
for her women’s spring 2014 collection—donning 
skinny black leather pants just six months after giv-
ing birth. Yet she says motherhood has had an impact 
in invisible ways. “I feel myself more balanced as a 
person,” Giannini says. “I am more calm. She changed 
my interior balance.”

In addition to a nanny, Giannini’s mother, Sandra 
Vellani, an art history teacher, takes care of Greta, 
and Giannini jokes that her mother looks forward to 
her departures (“When are you leaving?”) so that she 
can have the baby to herself. During the trip to L.A. in 
November, with Greta back in Rome, Giannini decided 
to go shopping. She stopped by Poppy Store, a trendy 
children’s shop in the Brentwood Country Mart. “Two 
hours free,” she says. “And what did I do? I went shop-
ping for Greta. Nothing for me. That’s the first time.”

With the constant travel demands of the job, 
Giannini and di Marco spend only eight or ten days 
together each month and find themselves calling 
each other’s assistants to make appointments to 
meet. They try not to have difficult conversations on 
the phone, which might end with someone unhappy 
and alone in a hotel room. “Because when you have a 
phone call that’s bad, it’s really bad,” he says.

One might say that disagreements are predict-
able for two strong-minded professionals whose first 
meeting became an eight-hour negotiation. Though 
they aren’t married, the two concede it’s difficult to 
live with one’s work partner. They sometimes take 
sticky problems home, where discussions can turn 
into arguments. “She’s like a river of words that goes 
on for three hours,” says di Marco. He says he listens 
and waits for his turn. “And then I say, ‘Okay, now…’ 
And she says, ‘No, no, I’m too tired.’ ”

Giannini nods. “Usually, when I’ve had enough,  
I leave the room,” she says.

Di Marco wears a simple platinum ring on his 
pinky—a gift from Giannini. The executive’s eyes 
moisten as he holds it out to reveal the inscription 
inside, which is a date. It isn’t the anniversary of their 
tryst in Shanghai, nor the birth of their daughter. The 
ring is inscribed with the date of that meeting where 
she relegated him to the short couch: 10/10/2008. 

2010
Madonna performs in Gucci 

leather; James Franco  
in a fragrance campaign. 

2009
Spring menswear heralded 
youth and luxury; spring/

summer office-safari.

2011
Fall/winter (left) inspired 

by ’70s chic; a tasseled 
pantsuit for spring.  

2012
Charlotte Casiraghi stars in 
an ad campaign; Brad Pitt 
at BAFTAs in a Gucci tux.

2013
Single-button menswear  
for spring; mega-ruffles  

for spring/summer. 

2014
Andreea Diaconu takes the 
runway for spring/summer 

in a flowy kimono. 
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ON THE BOIL 
Goldfarb has trained 
a staff of Balinese 
chefs to work in his 
kitchen, where he 
spends five days a 
week concocting new 
desserts. “I designed 
this so I’d want to 
stay forever,” he says.

restaurant, Goldfarb created elaborate desserts that 
reflected his aptitude for science as well as his absolute 
commitment to the whimsy, precision and innovation 
essential to his craft. He also put in 20-hour days, 
manned the bar, did the prep and cleaned the toilets.

“It was one of the most inspiring concepts in the 
city,” says Fish & Game chef Zakary Pelaccio, whose 
one-time restaurant, 5 Ninth, subcontracted its pastry 
program to Goldfarb at Room 4 Dessert. “You didn’t go 
there because you were hungry. You went because you 
wanted to be tantalized, stimulated. Room 4 Dessert 
wasn’t about hunger, it was about delight.”

The restaurant went out of business in the fall of 
2007 after Goldfarb fell out with his business part-
ners. His wife, Maria, says he was heartbroken. As he 
tried to reopen, he launched other ventures: two sand-
wich kiosks in Battery Park; a trailer serving barbecue 
near Wall Street; a smaller dessert bar inside ABC 
Carpet & Home. He expanded WillPowder, an online 
ordering service for his own brand of specialty pastry 
products that’s still in existence (the spherification 
kit is called Balls of Fury). But running multiple busi-
nesses while trying to revive Room 4 Dessert began 
to take a toll. “Will needed a break,” says Bob Truitt, 
Goldfarb’s right-hand man at Room 4 Dessert and now 
the executive pastry chef at 13 restaurants, including 
Marea and Ai Fiori. “He needed a sabbatical to gear up 
and come back like a freight train.”

Instead, Goldfarb came up with another idea: 
moving to Bali, where he could slowly and sanely 
reboot his career away from the constant stream of 
critical observation and gossip that had become the 
norm in New York (“GoldfarbWire” and “Goldfarb-
Orama” were rubrics on the chef-tracking website 
Eater). His wife had always wanted to live there, and 
with Room 4 Dessert seeming less and less viable, the 

timing looked perfect. Once there, he’d judge his suc-
cess not on the merits of web chatter and celebrity 
guests but by his own creative progress. Bali would 
mean having more time to develop and execute sig-
nature desserts, more time with Maria and their 
then-4-year-old daughter, Loulou. “We were four 
days from moving here,” Goldfarb says, peeling the 
husk, or mace, off the nutmeg with the tip of his par-
ing knife, “when I was diagnosed with an enormous, 
malignant tumor in my right leg.”

Three months of radiation and two months recov-
ering from surgery added a new layer of meaning 
to his delayed transition to Bali. “When we finally 
got here, our original plan was just to live,” says 
Goldfarb, who remains in remission. Still, the ambi-
tious chef was never destined to become a marooned 
island burnout—sarong-clad, quietly recovering 
beneath the palms and occasionally turning out a 
cake. “My resolve has always been strong in general 
but now it’s stratospheric. You go through trials by 
fire in kitchens, then you go through trials by fire in a 
hospital. I used to say it as a joke, but now you would 
literally have to kill me to derail what I want to do, 
which is to have the best restaurant, whatever that 
means. Maybe it’s the best restaurant I can do. Maybe 
it’s the best restaurant anyone can do.”

A
rriving in Bali, Goldfarb, who has 
long nurtured the belief that solitude 
and quiet are critical to the creative 
process, knew the island would offer a 
prize climate for convalescing, think-
ing and plotting his next move. “But 

what took me by surprise,” he says, the Indian Ocean 
visible through the window behind him, “are these 
ingredients: nutmeg like this, with the fruit, the seed 
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W
ars have Been fought for 
this,” says the American pas-
try chef Will Goldfarb, holding 
a bisected piece of nutmeg in 
his outstretched palm. Cut in 
half, the pear-shaped fruit—its 

slick, mahogany seed cradled in a vermillion husk—
looks every bit as alluring as our location: Goldfarb’s 
newly completed kitchen-laboratory in Seminyak, on 
the southern coast of Bali. Wearing a navy-blue apron 
over a loose gray T-shirt, glasses with clear frames and 
the equatorial tan of a settled expatriate, he explains 
how centuries ago the Dutch traded Manhattan to 
the English to gain control of nearby Run island 
and, thus, the world’s nutmeg supply. It’s hardly lost 
on the 38-year-old transplant that he, too, let go of 
Manhattan five years ago to come to Indonesia.

Goldfarb was once as vital to New York City’s 
avant-garde dessert scene as Silpat baking sheets 
and aeration canisters. He established himself as 
a new kind of culinary standout: a pastry chef who 
couldn’t stand to put his food, in the sense of the 
traditional dining sequence, behind the food of oth-
ers. In 2005, backed by investors, he opened Room 4 
Dessert on Manhattan’s Cleveland Place to showcase 
his talents at a long wooden bar. Almost immediately, 
seats became a kind of cultural currency for curious 
eaters who wanted to see and taste why a pastry chef 
had landed center stage. Bill Buford explored the res-
taurant’s virtues in a New Yorker feature. Celebrities 
like director Wes Anderson and artist Tom Sachs were 
regulars, and chefs David Chang and Thomas Keller 
dined there. Rosio Sanchez, formerly of New York’s 
WD-50 and now the head pastry chef at Copenhagen’s 
Noma, recalls Goldfarb’s rise: “I could tell he had the 
drive that we all look for in a leader,” she says. At his 

BY howie kahn   PhoToGRaPhY BY olaf oTTo BeckeR

Dessert chef Will Goldfarb gave up critical acclaim and a life in the spotlight to move to Bali. 
But instead of settling into life in the tropics, he opened a high-tech culinary laboratory  

in which he’s been creating some of the most experimental, delectable dishes in the world. 
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Sonicprep Ultrasonic Homogenizer, which also works 
to intensify flavors by emitting high-frequency sound 
waves directly into foods and drinks. “It can make a 
Chianti taste like a Brunello in about three minutes,” 
says Goldfarb, emptying the wine-colored contents of 
a vacuum-sealed bag into a pot.

Along with today’s three lab assistants—scheduled 
from a rotating battery of 16 Balinese-speaking Ku De 
Ta cooks Goldfarb has trained over the last several 
years—Goldfarb is working off a printout of a new rec-
ipe labeled Norwegian Wood. His intention is to develop 
the dish and eventually have it featured in a publica-
tion holy to experiment-loving chefs called Apicius 
Journal of Haute Cuisine. The dish’s name refers to 
both the Beatles song and the Haruki Murakami novel 
and also serves to highlight the key ingredient: the 
spear of nangka or jackfruit that indeed looks, when 
raw and peeled, like an orphaned piece of scrap lum-
ber. “I wanted to take the most boring-looking thing 
I could find and make it look beautiful,” Goldfarb says.

After the nangka is boiled tender, cooled and sealed 
overnight in a bath of black rice water, then grilled 
over coffee wood and finally split in half, it looks both 
spectacular—and familiar. Having developed a fibrous, 
meaty grain beneath its browned-burgundy skin, the 
nangka has become the facsimile of a beef rib. Even the 
fruit’s molar-white seeds mimic bone. “This is experi-
mental,” says Goldfarb. “There’s a lot of trial and error. 
It’s not a complete dish.” He plates it with a Rorschach 
blot of beet juice that has been intensified by the rotary 
evaporator. Mejekawi’s other chefs—
those responsible for the savory items 
on the nightly 11-course tasting menu 
that I wasn’t aware even existed until 
I arrived (I’d flown 10,000 miles on the 
merits of Goldfarb’s desserts alone)—
gather around to observe and gape.

Five days a week, Goldfarb experi-
ments with new dishes and techniques. 
He spends hours investigating core pas-
try concepts, for example, homing in on 
the optimal conditions for meringue-
making by vetting the relationships 
between cooking temperature, pro-
tein content, sugar percentage and 
whipping time. Goldfarb almost never 
speaks about food as something that’s 
eaten. Rather, the discussion typically 
centers on process. “We’re productive 
in here,” he says. “It’s relentless without 
any pressure. I’m not sure if that makes 
sense, but that’s what we’re going for.” 
Indeed, the mood never feels strained: 
It’s an island mentality all but for the 
results. “The dishes are original and 
interesting, and my staff has good artis-
tic and technical understanding. They 
could cook anywhere.” Goldfarb excels 
at teaching despite the language bar-
rier. One of his cooks, Ni Made Rusmana 
Dewi, a 21-year-old Bali native who goes 
by the nickname Evi, has become so 
skilled that Goldfarb is now trying to 
arrange an apprenticeship for her with 
Rosio Sanchez at Noma. Evi had never 
been on an airplane until Goldfarb 

recently sent her to Singapore for some off-site educa-
tion. “She’s done incredible work,” he says.

Beyond the magic of the kitchen, Goldfarb spends 
time accounting for the supernatural. “The restau-
rant is built over a burial ground—the cemetery 
for people without families, for lost souls,” he says. 
“We had the space blessed by the local priest. Here, 
you have to do that, but that doesn’t mean my staff 
doesn’t feel spirits, forever without a home, wander-
ing around the place all the time. Being possessed is 
considered a legitimate sick day in Bali.” At Mejekawi, 
as in most places here, the spirits are addressed on 
a constant basis. In the back corner of the lab, adja-
cent to the bookshelf, hangs a small shrine that looks 
like a wooden stage draped in richly colored silks, 
fringe and golden charms. Its walls are elegantly 
carved into leaves and petals. And on its altar sits an 
abundance of offerings: a bit of yellow cake, a fresh 
espresso in a demitasse and a stack of canang sari, 
the ubiquitous—but nonetheless gorgeous—botani-
cal daily thank yous to the Balinese gods. “The longer 
you’re here,” says Goldfarb, “the more you want to be 
in tune with the feeling.” He stops to size me up. “You 
should do some yoga,” he says. “Get a massage.”

Adjacent to the flasks, tubes and space-age 
climate manipulators sit several jet-black Wolf induc-
tion burners with glowing gauges and dials, like a 
Porsche’s dashboard. Sunlight streams in through 
the floor-to-ceiling second-story windows. Kitchen 
towels are folded, usually by Goldfarb, into perfect 

and the mace all intact. It doesn’t exist anywhere 
else. We get fresh-pressed palm sugar, fresh-pressed 
cocoa butter, fresh chocolate and vanilla beans. My 
staff has nutmeg trees growing in their yards.” He 
picks up a knob of turmeric, which looks like ginger 
but with vibrant orange flesh; then a bulb of snake 
fruit with skin so scaly it would make for a handsome 
belt; a sticky brick of tamarind and a long stalk of 
torch ginger, its neck curving like a swan’s, rounds 
out the mix. “From a pastry standpoint, access like 
this is pretty unique. I can’t think of a better place to 
be making desserts in the world.”

When Goldfarb first got to Bali, he was well enough 
to work only two days a week. He and his family moved 
into a small bamboo structure with minimal elec-
tricity and without toilets or walls (they have since 
relocated to a more contemporary home). Eventually, 
he got back into the flow cooking full-time at Ku De 
Ta, a locally renowned spot on Seminyak Beach. In 
2010, he proposed adding a second floor to the restau-
rant, where he’d open a laboratory, ultra-modern in 
its capabilities but nearly ancient in terms of its base 
ingredients. After three years of planning—acquir-
ing and moving high-tech machinery into an isolated, 
modernist glass box, not unlike a Bond villain—he 
unveiled Mejekawi last May. It is both a lab and a 
24-seat restaurant. Its name means “sacred table.”

Goldfarb, who is six-foot-three and limber from 
regular Pilates sessions, stretches his long arms to 
capacity. “Look around,” he says, grinning. “Look 
where we are.” We’re standing among his murder-
ers’ row of culinary appliances, between the Irinox 
MultiFresh Blast Chiller that reaches -40 degrees 
Celsius (useful for flash-freezing and therefore 
preserving the shapes of materials with unstable 
structures like bubbles and foams); the Heidolph 
rotary evaporator, a tool more commonly used for 
distillation in the chemical and pharmaceutical indus-
tries but one Goldfarb uses here to extract, in a series of 
vacuum-sealed chambers, extremely concentrated fla-
vors from the liquids of his choice; and the PolyScience 
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“ I’m makIng 
dessert. I’m not 
In the hospItal.  

I get to spend 
tIme wIth my 
famIly. what 

more do I need?”
–wIll goldfarb

DESSERT FIRST 
New style “klepon,” 
a kind of Balinese 
dumpling with 
beet yogurt and 
pumpkin-seed oil 
powder. Opposite 
page, from top: 
Kalamansi meringue 
with steamed milk 
cake, milk jam and 
chocolate chantilly; 
Pandanbert, a panna 
cotta made with the 
pandan leaf.  
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LUSH LIFE  
Goldfarb and an 

expatriate chocolate 
maker from Italy, 
in the jungle near 

Belimbing. Opposite 
page, from top: 

Goldfarb inspects a 
cacao pod; the beach 

view at Ku De Ta, 
where Goldfarb has 

set up his kitchen.  
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with other aspects of culture, like travel, literature 
and art,” says Michael Laiskonis, a chef formerly of Le 
Bernardin and now working on independent projects. 
“But Will infuses a smart sense of humor into his work, 
all the while carrying the torch for modernist tech-
niques used in service of flavor, rather than merely as 
a gimmick. It was clear that the direction he was head-
ing would ultimately require his own venue.”

V
isiting chefs anywhere in the world 
these days means coming home with 
an extensive body of knowledge 
about what grows where they cook 
and how it’s best and most tradition-
ally harvested, raised or processed. 

Goldfarb’s version of this discussion about local 
foodways, however, is less a piece of polished advo-
cacy than it is an expression of pure amazement. 
“I’m making dessert,” he says. “I’m not in the hospi-
tal. I get to spend time with my family. What more do 
I need?” He’s psyched about local food production, 
sure, but primarily as an object lesson in vitality.

Hiking into the jungle near the village of 
Belimbing, a couple hours’ drive from Mejekawi, 
Goldfarb comes to a standstill. “You know I can 
talk,” he says, “but sometimes Bali says it all.” We’ve 
come north with Goldfarb’s friend, an Italian expa-
triate and trained architect turned chocolate maker 
named Giuseppe Verdacchi. Verdacchi is wearing 
loose-fitting orange trousers and an elegant white 
button-down with a Nehru collar, open at the neck, 
despite the 90-degree heat and the hundred-percent 
humidity. While Verdacchi ducks in and out of the 
small compounds that belong to the local cacao 
farmers, checking out their stock, Goldfarb is left to 
marvel at his surroundings. It’s the illustration of 
what he means when he says Bali, as an island, “is 
life-giving.”

Oblong cacao pods hang individually, like bats, 
from the low trees while, higher up, bananas and 
coconuts grow in clusters. Pineapples crown up 
near the ground. “People have been calling Bali 
overbuilt for centuries,” Goldfarb says, staring off 
into the endless layers of green. “It’s kind of a joke 
among the locals.” Fallen star fruit have gathered on 
the trail. Hibiscus and frangipani—in fuchsia, coral 
and white—bloom all around us. “That’s coffee,” 
says Goldfarb, pointing out the unripe berries, “and 
that flower is clove.” He spots a few papayas and a 
few broken cacao pods bursting open and flashing 
their gooey, ghostly seeds. On the way out, we pass 
temples, roosters, dogs, a baby cobra and a group of 
smiling men bearing machetes and happily burning 
documents. “To make foraging interesting, you have 
to be so far removed from the land in the first place,” 
he says. “Here, this is life. Life is everywhere.”

Later, back at Mejekawi, Goldfarb serves me 
his latest efforts. “Are they OK?” he asks, flashing 
an interrogative thumbs-up. He calls the dessert 
in front of me Pandanbert, playing off the words 
“camembert” and “pandan,” a local edible leaf. “We 
wanted to do a cheese course, but that doesn’t play 
well with the Balinese palate so we decided to make 
a panna cotta and give it the richness of an aged 
cheese,” he says. He serves the Pandanbert in a cir-
cular vessel, the same kind of box that commercial 

squares. Ocean waves provide the soundtrack. This 
is the dream kitchen to end all dream kitchens—
technologically top-notch, geographically supreme, 
spiritually sound and stocked with robust, indig-
enous flavors. “This is the nerve center I’ve wanted 
for the last 15 years,” says Goldfarb. “I designed this 
so I’d want to stay forever.”

Historically, Goldfarb hasn’t stayed anywhere 
long. Originally from Port Washington, New York, 
he learned about pastry while earning a degree at Le 
Cordon Bleu in Paris. But deeper learning came in the 
kitchen of Ferran and Albert Adrià during Goldfarb’s 
one-season stint at El Bulli, the famous restaurant, 
now closed, in Roses, Spain. “I thought I was going 
to be doing savory food there,” he recalls. “I thought 
pastry was a demotion.” That all changed as soon as 
he saw a copy of Albert Adrià’s first book, Los Postres 
de El Bulli. Goldfarb describes the volume in epic pro-
portions. “It was the master plan. It was full of new 
techniques nobody had ever heard of and was the 
first time desserts were ever telling a story.”

While Goldfarb recalls feeling frequently out 
of his league in the El Bulli kitchen, Albert Adrià 
remembers it differently, suggesting that Goldfarb’s 
assessment of his skills may be symptomatic of his 
perfectionism. “Will was very talented,” says Adrià. 
“We were giving one cook an opportunity to come 
work in our lab with us at the end of the season and 
we chose Will. He has good hands but an even bet-
ter mind—we chose him for his mind.” At the end of 
Goldfarb’s tenure, the Adriàs offered him a coveted, 
paid cooking position for the next season in El Bulli’s 
kitchen. “Amazingly,” says Goldfarb, “I did not 
accept. I couldn’t. I was young and wanted to see the 
world. I was still in my data-collecting phase.”

Goldfarb lived in a hostel in Australia, a motel in 
New Jersey and a trailer park in Maine. In Manhattan,  
prior to Room 4 Dessert, he cooked at restaurants 
like Papillon, Aquavit and Cru. His desserts ranged 
from brash innovations inspired by movies and music 
(the argan-flavored financiers, infused by syringe à la 
Trainspotting; the plated cheese course named after 
the Wu-Tang Clan’s Ghostface Killah) to meditations 
on place using a maximal assortment of props (a des-
sert subtitled Not Your Mother’s St. Tropez featured a 
spray bottle and a towel). “Few chefs are able to walk 
the interdisciplinary tightrope that might link food 

soft cheeses are sold in, with its own custom label: 
a panda mascot holding this very Pandanbert box, 
which, in turn, bears another image of a smaller 
panda holding an even smaller rendering of the same 
box. Inside the packaging sits a wax paper–wrapped 
puck of smoked, pandan-flavored panna cotta cush-
ioning layers of mung bean crumble, snake-fruit 
tatin puree and slices of poached nutmeg fruit. An 
icy, pearlescent disk of sauternes granite sits on top.

The Pandanbert perfectly synthesizes Balinese 
abundance with the high-minded, cheeky pastry 
methodology that Goldfarb has imported. “I’ve suf-
fered trying to get back to the level I was at El Bulli,” 
he says, taking a sip of champagne. “I haven’t reached 
it since, but at least I’m man enough to say it, and I’m 
making earnest strides to reach it again.” With an 
assist from the island—with the time, space and the 
vital ingredients it has provided—he’s getting close. 
“Will sends amazing recipes and updates,” says 
Pelaccio, who will visit in February. “He’s really on 
top of it. It just shows sometimes you need to go far 
away to accomplish everything you need to accom-
plish.” (Despite Goldfarb’s success at Mejekawai, he 
still daydreams about pursuing bigger, more per-
sonal projects, including a Balinese redux of Room 4 
Dessert.) Other top pastry minds have already made 
the trek. Rosio Sanchez teamed up with Goldfarb 
for a residency at Mejekawi in January and Luca 
Lacalamita, of Florence, Italy’s superb Enoteca 
Pinchiorri, visited last summer. “Will is at the top 
of his game,” says Lacalamita. “He’s turning simple 
ingredients into magical desserts.”

Finishing off the Pandanbert, Goldfarb hits me 
with one last thumbs-up. Planning a dish like this, 
he says, from the ideas phase to the lab phase to the 
menu phase, can take up to four years—or the entire 
time he’s been here. “It should take at least that 
long,” he says. “When you’re going for something 
iconic, it doesn’t happen overnight.” •
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The Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas has mentored dozens of talented  
designers at his Rotterdam studio, OMA. Here, a portfolio of seven of his  

protégés—who have grown to become his top competitors. 

The Rem 
Schoolhaas
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FiRST 
laSTname
title goes here tktktkWorking in Asia, “you become  

a scale junkie,” says Scheeren, whose 
latest projects range from a large 

600,000-square-foot complex to an even 
larger 2 million-square-foot mixed-use 
building. That’s still small compared  

to the 5 million-square-foot headquarters 
of China Central Television, a two-legged 
glass tower that cantilevers over Beijing. 

When OMA (where Scheeren worked 
from 1995 to 2010) won the competition 

to design CCTV, the German-born 
architect opened an office in Beijing to 
oversee construction. “I didn’t want to 
be imposing Western architecture on 

Asia, like some sort of colonial export,” 
says Scheeren, 43, during lunch at 

Manhattan’s Mercer Hotel. (He was  
also in a relationship with Chinese movie 
star Maggie Cheung.) In 2010, Scheeren 

created his own firm, Büro Ole Scheeren, 
in Beijing and Hong Kong. His projects 

have included a tower in Bangkok  
with pixelated indentations that make  
the building look like it is crumbling.  
“You really have to understand the 
psychology of the place,” he says.  
“It wouldn’t work anywhere else.”

Scheeren wears a Prada suit and shirt.

Ole  
scHeeRen

büro ole scheeren
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When discussing Romero, it’s difficult  
to avoid mentioning that his father- 

in-law, telecommunications tycoon Carlos 
Slim Helú, is one of the richest men in 

the world, or that the architect hosted a 
book party for his monograph, You Are 
the Context, at New York’s Guggenheim 

Museum, attended by la crema of Mexican 
society. Romero, 42, is a soft-spoken 

father of four who spent three years at 
OMA before founding FR-EE (Fernando 
Romero Enterprise)—and his appeal as 
a designer goes beyond family ties. He 

commutes between the firm’s two offices, 
in Mexico City (home to his wife and 

children) and Manhattan (where his office 
overlooks the High Line). His best-known 

project to date is Mexico’s glittering, 
cinch-waist Museo Soumaya, named for 
his late mother-in-law. He’s now at work 
on two more museums in Mexico and a 

number of office buildings. Romero likes 
to pay it forward: He sponsors a year-long 

travel fellowship for a young Mexican 
architect with a focus on affordable 
housing and oversees an archive of 

Mexican design, which he plans to turn 
into that country’s first design museum.

Romero wears a Dior Homme jacket, 
pants and shirt, his own Rolex watch  

and Prada shoes. 

feRnAnDO 
ROMeRO

fr-ee
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a
mong the world’s top architects, Rem 
Koolhaas may be the most influential. An 
energetic teacher—most often at Harvard’s 
Graduate School of Design—and persua-
sive writer (his books include Delirious 
New York and S, M, L, XL), he has also men-

tored scores of young architects at his Rotterdam studio, 
the Office for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA), where pay 
is S and pressure XL. (American architect Joshua Prince-
Ramus remembers that his first “day” on the job lasted 
48 hours.) But Koolhaas’s apprentices are rewarded with 
something more than money: Under his tutelage, design-
ers learn to privilege approach over style. Rather than 

work with drawings, like most 
traditional architecture firms, 
OMA employees first “Diagram” 
a building—identify the struc-
ture’s basic components and 
how they fit together—and then 
proceed to build it. It’s an ana-
lytical method that results in 

buildings that are sometimes ungainly but never unexcit-
ing and reject the signature styles associated with many 
other renowned architects. “Rem is a magician in terms 
of the quality of work and thinking he is able to get out 
of people,” says Amale Andraos, a young Lebanese-born 
architect who began working at OMA in 1999.

Matthias Hollwich, who arrived in Rotterdam in 
1996, describes an environment in which no idea, no 
matter how outlandish, was discounted and where each 
key decision “would be postponed as long as possible, 
because it always meant the loss of other possibili-
ties.” At OMA, “the only certainty is that there is no 
certainty. And one cannot even be 
sure of that.”

Prince-Ramus, Andraos and 
Hollwich apprenticed at OMA dur-
ing a particularly fertile period, 
around the turn of the millen-
nium, when the firm designed such 
buildings as the Casa da Música, 
in Porto, Portugal; the campus 
center at the Illinois Institute of 
Technology, in Chicago; the Seattle 
Central Library; and two Prada 
stores. Then about 30, they are 
now in their forties—and have struck out on their own. 
At least eight young OMA architects from that same gen-
eration now head their own firms, in New York, Beijing, 
Mexico City and Copenhagen, with heavy workloads and 
bittersweet memories of Rotterdam. As Bjarke Ingels, 
probably the most prolific and outspoken of the late 
1990s alumni, says, “Spending time with your early role 
model is a major source of discovery—as well as disap-

pointment.” Both things, he says, 
were “crucial” in the decision to start 
his own practice.

OMA is still thriving, with some 
of the biggest projects in its almost 
40-year history now underway. But 
perhaps for the first time, Koolhaas, 
now 69, finds himself competing 
against his own former employees 
for commissions. Here, seven of the 
architects who are making the tran-
sition from protégé to peer.

“spending time 
with your early 

role model is  
a major source 

of discovery— 
as well as 

disappointment.” 
–bjarke ingels

“rem is a magician in terms 
of the quality of work and 

thinking he is able to get 
out of people.” –amale andraos

“a decision would 
be postponed as 
long as possible, 
because it  
always meant the 
loss of other 
possibilities.”  

–matthias hollwich
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For a time, Prince-Ramus was, as even his name seems to suggest, an OMA heir apparent. The founding partner of the firm’s New York office, he was hard 
to ignore. A Yale philosophy major and rower with a tattooed arm and ice-blue eyes, he helped OMA land one of its most important projects: the Seattle 

Central Library, completed to acclaim in 2004. Prince-Ramus was only 29 when he dove into “the deep end,” as partner in charge of the project—a Seattle 
native, he had heard about it from his mother and flew home from Rotterdam the next morning to successfully complete it. In 2006, he dove in even deeper, 

buying out Koolhaas’s portion of the New York office and turning it into a separate firm called REX. REX designed the Wyly Theatre in Dallas, which 
opened in 2009. The next year, Prince-Ramus completed the Vakko Fashion Center, an innovative headquarters for a clothing company in Istanbul, built 

over an abandoned concrete frame. These days, projects like a tower in Kuala Lumpur, a museum in Germany and a house for a billionaire in New York City 
keep Prince-Ramus, 44, and his Brooklyn office humming.

Prince-Ramus wears a Lanvin blazer and sweater.

jOsHuA pRince-RAMus
rex
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With Marc Kushner, his partner in the 
Manhattan firm HWKN, Hollwich is 

committed to creating “socially charged 
architecture.” Being gay is helpful, he 
says, in that it gives him an outsider’s 

perspective on design. In 2011, the 
Pavilion, a legendary discotheque in 
Fire Island Pines, was destroyed by 

fire. HWKN designed its replacement, 
with wooden trusses that appear to 

strut—giving the resort town a potent 
architectural symbol. The firm’s other 
projects range in size from residential 
interiors and a restaurant prototype 
to a 2.2 million-square-foot mixed-

use development in New Jersey that’s 
expected to include that state’s tallest 
building. Hollwich spent six years at 
OMA before he moved to New York  

in 2006. After renting a rare Bauhaus-
style apartment in Midtown, he recently 

moved to a new high-rise in order to 
learn about the building type from the 

inside, like an architect’s version of 
method acting. Hollwich, 42, continues 

the OMA tradition of open-ended inquiry 
while teaching at the University of 

Pennsylvania, where he leads a seminar 
on architecture for the aging.

Hollwich wears a Boss jacket, Maison 
Martin Margiela sweater, John Varvatos 

jeans and Acne Studios oxfords.

MATTHiAs 
HOllwicH

hwkn
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Danish-born enfant terrible Ingels spent 
just two years at OMA (1998–2000) 

before founding his own firm, PLOT, 
with fellow alumnus Julien De Smedt. 

Six years later, he founded Bjarke Ingels 
Group (BIG) and began attracting serious 

attention as much for his provocative 
wordplay as for his architecture. (He 

called his design philosophy BIGamy—the 
rejection of “conceptual monogamy.”) 

He competed against Koolhaas for 
the chance to develop the 52-acre 

Miami Beach Convention Center site, a 
competition he described as “oedipal.” 

OMA won that round. But Ingels, 39, 
who divides his time between New York 

and Copenhagen—bicycling in both 
cities—has plenty to keep him busy, 

including a nearly full-block residential 
development on Manhattan’s West 57th 
Street and another apartment building 
in Harlem; a viewing platform that will 

become a major feature of the already 
architecture-rich Brooklyn Bridge Park; 
condo developments in Miami and Fort 

Lauderdale; another residential tower in 
Vancouver; and museums in Park City, 

Utah, and Copenhagen. A self-promoter 
with a soft touch, Ingels represented 

Denmark with a bicycle-ramp pavilion 
at the Shanghai World Expo in 2010, on 
which he collaborated with the dissident 

Chinese artist Ai Weiwei.

Ingels wears a Acne Studios blazer,  
Giorgio Armani shirt, Jean Shop jeans 

and Acne Studios oxfords.

bjARKe  
ingels

big
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“i don’t think i really thought like an architect, or was even certain i wanted to become one, until i worked with rem,” says andraos, 40. She met Wood,  
a rhode islander six years her senior, while studying at harvard’s graduate School of Design; both did time at oma in rotterdam before helping to 

launch the firm’s new York office in 2002. But when that outpost downsized in 2003, they opened their own firm, Work architecture company—known as 
Workac—on the lower east Side. at the time, their only projects were a bathroom renovation and a doghouse. now married with two children, they are 

completing work on a vast conference center in libreville, gabon, for a forthcoming meeting of the Summit of the african Union. The building, a 320-foot-
diameter disk with a sharply angled roof, is as complex as anything ever conceived by koolhaas. it is also environmentally conscious, with gardens based on 

gabon’s natural ecosystems and a roof that functions as a rainwater collection system. Sustainability is a mantra for Workac, which attracted attention 
in 2008 with Public Farm 1, an agricultural installation at moma PS1. last fall, andraos and Wood unveiled a 5,000-square-foot edible Schoolyard in 

Brooklyn, part of a program created by alice Waters to teach school children to eat organic, locally grown produce.

andraos wears a Zero+maria cornejo dress and her own bracelets.  
Wood wears a ermenegildo Zegna jacket, Saint laurent by hedi Slimane sweater, Boss shirt and hermès trousers.  

For details see Sources, page 106. •

amale andraos & dan wood  
workac
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Silver accessories set a shining example with bold 
dimensions and fanciful forms.

Mercury rising
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REFLECTIVE MOOD 
Simple stones have just 
the right amount of 
dazzle. From top: Chanel 
bracelet, Alexander 
McQueen bracelet and 
Bottega Veneta bracelet. 
Opposite: Céline choker.
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IT’S ELECTRIC  
Statement heels and a 

clever clutch captivate. 
Pierre Hardy bootie. 

Opposite: Anya 
Hindmarch clutch.  

 
For details  

see Sources, page 106. 
 

Set design, Jamie Dean
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BRIGHT OUTLOOK  
Shonibare in his London studio, 
with sculptures featuring his 
signature batik cloth.
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BY CAROL KINO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JAMES MOLLISON 

Once known as an art-world 
provocateur, Yinka Shonibare 
has taken on the Enlightenment 
and the power of knowledge  
as themes behind a project place 
for emerging artists and a solo 
show at Philadelphia’s Barnes 
Foundation—the museum’s  
first contemporary commission  
in over 80 years.

The Artist  
in His Space



O
n a gloomy winter afternoon, the 
conceptual artist Yinka Shonibare 
sits in his wheelchair in his cozy East 
London studio, mulling over some 
sculptures that arrived unexpectedly 
from a fabricator that morning—two 

ten-foot-high library ladders and a model of a coffee-
colored young girl garbed in a Victorian frock made 
from African batik cloth.  They are propped against 
the only empty wall in the art-crammed space, 
opposite a desk piled with colorful fabric scraps and 
magazine clippings, where he normally makes col-
lages. Nearby, three female assistants sit quietly at 
their desks, fielding a stream of emails and requests. 
From the floor below arises something less typical: 
the sound of African drums, as a musician warms up 
for a performance in the emerging artists’ project 
space Shonibare runs downstairs. 

The ladders and the mannequin are part of a new 
piece he is creating for “Yinka Shonibare MBE: Magic 
Ladders,” his solo show at the Barnes Foundation in 
Philadelphia, which opens this January. The museum 
has sent a publicist and a film crew to the studio to 

record him talking about the show and the new work. 
But Shonibare, normally gentle and easy-going, is 
strenuously resisting the idea of allowing the unfin-
ished elements to be photographed, even if they only 
appear in the background of a shot. “They’re just 
leaning against the wall,” he insists in his lilting 
West African accent. “It’s not the artwork, actually.” 

The ladders—their rungs made from facsimiles 
of books—are intended to soar into the air appar-
ently unsupported, as child-size figures, each with 
a globe where its head should be, clamber up to the 
sky. The point, Shonibare explains, is to promote the 
feeling that “you’re moving beyond your own limits 
by acquiring knowledge”—a gravity-defying ascent 
that couldn’t possibly be conveyed by something 
leaning against a wall.

It’s easy to see why an emblem of unfettered 
achievement might matter to this British-Nigerian 
artist, who has built a dazzling career despite being 
disabled—the result of a spinal cord inflammation 
contracted in his teens, which for a time rendered 
him completely paralyzed. But accomplishment alone 
isn’t why the Barnes tapped him for the show and 

asked him to create a new sculpture—the museum’s 
first contemporary commission since its founder and 
namesake, Albert C. Barnes, hired Matisse to cre-
ate a mural in 1930. “I was very interested in Yinka’s 
interest in education,” says Judith F. Dolkart, the 
museum’s chief curator. “And both he and Barnes 
have anti-establishment streaks.” 

Barnes, who died in 1951, was famously contrar-
ian, refusing entry to most of the art-going public 
and insisting that his holdings be shown exactly as 
he’d installed them (a written stipulation stating as 
much led to a lengthy legal battle before the museum 
could be relocated, controversially, from Lower 
Merion to downtown Philadelphia in 2012). But he 
was also devoted to education, opening his doors to 
young artists, holding classes for his factory workers 
and using his collection to develop his own approach 
for teaching art appreciation, which involved cre-
ating exhibition groupings that mixed decorative 
objects with African sculptures and European works. 
The 19 pieces selected for Shonibare’s show refer to 
Barnes’s legacy in some fashion: They include sculp-
tures of children reading books and peering through 
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telescopes, and an installation called Victorian 
Philanthropist’s Parlour (1996–97), a period room 
whose walls and furniture are upholstered with 
African-style fabric the artist designed himself. 

“Yinka’s work proposes alternative histories,” 
says Dolkart, “and Barnes himself had a kind of alter-
native history of collecting and displaying his work.”

When Shonibare, 51, made his name in the mid-
1990s, he wasn’t the first person one would have 
associated with a venerable American museum. 
Together with other Young British Artists like Tracey 
Emin and Damien Hirst, he started out as an enfant 
terrible, known for sculpture, photographs and films 
that feature aristocratic-looking figures outfitted in 
Victorian clothing fashioned from African textiles—
work that investigates post-colonial African identity 
while also implying, in an exuberantly decorative 
and playful fashion, that the colonizers have been 
subsumed by the people they set out to rule.

After finishing his master of fine arts degree at 
Goldsmiths College in 1991, his first sculpture, How 
Does a Girl Like You Get to Be a Girl Like You? (1995)—
three headless female mannequins, suggesting a 
decapitated version of the three graces—was snapped 
up by Charles Saatchi. The piece was later included in 
the collector’s controversial 1997 “Sensation” show 
in London, alongside Chris Ofili’s painting of the 
Virgin Mary decorated with elephant dung, which so 
incensed Mayor Rudolph Giuliani when it arrived at 
the Brooklyn Museum in 1999 that he threatened to 
terminate the institution’s funding. Shonibare then 
cast himself as the protagonist of Diary of a Victorian 
Dandy, a 1998 photography series based on William 
Hogarth’s Rake’s Progress paintings, with white 
actors playing his servants and acolytes. 

But the work that really launched Shonibare inter-
nationally was Gallantry and Criminal Conversation 
(2002), first shown at the Documenta art exhibition 
in Germany. It involved five groupings of elaborately 
garbed mannequins engaged in different forms of 
sexual congress amid piles of luggage—a debauched 
version of that great European rite of passage, the 
Grand Tour.

Since then, Shonibare has had solo museum shows 
on almost every continent. In 2004, he was nomi-
nated for a Turner Prize, after which Prince Charles 
appointed him a Member of the Order of the British 
Empire, or MBE. Despite his apparent anti-establish-
mentarianism, Shonibare gleefully embraced the 
title, appending it to his name for shows and projects 
and once using the acronym YS MBE as a logo in his 
work. “It’s tongue in cheek,” says the London dealer 
Stephen Friedman, who has represented him since 
the beginning. “On the one hand Yinka likes to be 
seen as part of the establishment. On the other, he 
often makes fun of himself by maintaining his title 
as part of his signature.”

Or, as Shonibare himself says, gazing out impishly 
from beneath his dreadlocks, “I like the establish-
ment and I like to be rebellious. I am not a prisoner of 
political ideology.” 

The son of a Nigerian lawyer, Shonibare was born 
in London and raised both there and in Lagos. “I’m 
the elite in Nigeria,” he says. “Coming here, I didn’t 
feel any different. But there is a perception that if 
you’re of a totally different race, you’re possibly of a 

different class.” Still, his interests lay miles from the 
working-class consciousness of artists like Hirst and 
Emin; nor was he especially eager to contribute to 
the political-protest art prevalent among some black 
English artists at the time. 

In art school, he happened on to a medium that 
focused his interests. Challenged by a teacher to 
produce a so-called “authentic African artwork,” 
Shonibare visited a market in London to study what 
he’d always assumed to be African textiles, only to 
learn that the batiks were actually European: Since 
the mid-19th century they had been mass-produced 
in Holland, initially for the Indonesian market, and 
exported to Africa. “I found that more interesting 
than being authentic,” he says. Their lush colors and 
patterns also offered Shonibare, known as something 
of a bon vivant, the opportunity to explore beauty 
and extravagance. “I didn’t see aesthetic pleasure as 
purely a domain of the white male,” he says. “I thought 
I could occupy that space while challenging it as well.”

At first he incorporated the fabric into paintings, 
but when he began using it for sculpture, his work 
finally found its groove. “I then started to introduce 
other ideas,” Shonibare says, “things from litera-
ture and current affairs. I wanted to amuse myself.” 
While some pieces riffed on iconic artworks, like his 
re-imagining of Hogarth, others tackled historical 
subjects, like the 2003 tableau Scramble for Africa 
(also at the Barnes), which positions 14 headless 

mannequins around a map of Africa, mimicking the 
European rulers who partitioned the continent into 
colonies in the 19th century. 

Over the years, Shonibare’s political commen-
tary, while still incisive, has often seemed subtler. 
Recently, he has focused on Enlightenment themes 
and figures, exploring both sides of a period known for 
the flowering of intellectual thought as well as colo-
nialism and war. One piece, Nelson’s Ship in a Bottle 
(2010), a scale rendering of the naval hero’s flagship 
HMS Victory made for the Fourth Plinth in Trafalgar 
Square, proved so popular that a public campaign 
was launched to buy it for the National Maritime 
Museum—despite the fact that its sails, printed like 
Shonibare’s trademark fabric, slyly acknowledge 
Britain’s part in the slave trade. And in 2008’s Age 
of Enlightenment sculptures (three of which are at 
the Barnes), Shonibare presented some of the great 
18th-century thinkers as disabled: Antoine Lavoisier, 
the French scientist who revolutionized chemistry 
before succumbing to the guillotine, is depicted in a 
wheelchair, like Shonibare himself. 

As his projects have grown more elaborate, 
Shonibare has kept his staff small, preferring to have 
only a handful of full-time employees and arranging 
for the work itself to be fabricated by independent 
contractors off-site. Fifteen sculptors, costumiers, 
globe-makers and other craftspeople worked on the 
Barnes commission, managed by Ailbhe Murphy, 

“I lIke the 
establIshment 
and I lIke to be 
rebellIous. I am 
not a prIsoner 
of polItIcal 
Ideology.”

–yInka shonIbare

CLIP ART  
Above and left: Shonibare 
makes collages with 
magazine cuttings and 
fabric scraps on his studio 
desk. Opposite page: 
Nelson’s Ship in a Bottle, 
2010, was first shown 
on the Fourth Plinth 
of London’s trafalgar 
Square, a public space 
dedicated to showing 
contemporary artworks. 
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who oversees production on Shonibare’s behalf. (As 
Emily Lennox, his studio manager, puts it, “Ailbhe is 
Yinka’s eyes.”)

Partly because his condition requires regular phys-
ical therapy, Shonibare spends only nine hours a week 
in the studio—a 1950s textile factory that he cannily 
snapped up after the 2008 financial crash. “Most of 
the thinking and idea for new bodies of work gener-
ally happen outside of this building,” says Lennox, 
who points out that this usually is in the library of 
Shonibare’s modest terrace house in nearby Mile End. 
(Although he resides there on his own, his 24-year-old 
son, a computer game designer based in Copenhagen, 
lived across the street until quite recently.) 

Shonibare makes additional visits to the building 
for Guest Projects, the artists’ program that occupies 
the bulk of its space. Originally he had intended to tear 
it down and put up something new by a major archi-
tect, but then he realized that “buying bigger and 
better things doesn’t necessarily add value. When you 
get to a certain stage in your career,” he says, it’s more 
rewarding to do “something intellectually stimulat-
ing.” That decision has also given him a new role: Like 
Barnes, he is now an arts philanthropist.

The program he devised extends invitations to 
five collaborative groups a year, four chosen by a 
jury comprised of the previous year’s lead artists 
and Shonibare, and one selected by Shonibare. Each 
spends about a month there, working on projects like 

an improvisatory music festival or a series of talks 
and films about the ways art and science interrelate. 
“Yinka’s idea was to have this space where people 
could come together and exchange ideas around art,” 
says Chloë Sylvestre, who coordinates the program. 
“It’s a creative hub.” 

More recently, the studio launched Guest Projects 
Africa, dedicated to promoting avant-garde African 
art forms, from visual art and fashion to music and 
spoken word.

Although applicants apply by email, they must  
also deliver a hard copy—ideally in person, via the 
black letterbox that stands like a signpost by the 
front door. They also have to submit a budget and 
explain how they plan to raise money to cover utili-
ties and other costs. “It’s better to empower people 
a little,” says Shonibare, who describes himself as “a 
social capitalist.” Artists have to be entrepreneurial, 
he adds. “I think it should be part of one’s education. 
It’s a survival skill.”

Guest Projects also runs a bimonthly supper club 
that’s open to the public, where the work of a well-
known artist is explored through performance and 
food. Last Halloween, the studio honored the German 
Dadaist and collage pioneer Kurt Schwitters. While a 
performance artist put Schwitters’s absurdist poetry 
to music, guests were invited to build collages with 
the appetizers; later they were encouraged to make 
sculptures from porridge, as Schwitters did during 

his time in a British World War II internment camp. 
That evening, Shonibare seemed as intrigued and 
surprised as the other diners. “I learn every day from 
Guest Projects,” he says the next day. “Yesterday, how 
much did I know about Kurt Schwitters? I consider 
that added value.” 

Similarly, Shonibare wasn’t an expert on the 
Barnes Foundation when Dolkart first approached him 
(although he was aware of the controversy surround-
ing its relocation). After researching the man behind 
it, though, he saw a connection. “The revelation,” 
Shonibare recalls, came when he realized that he and 
Barnes shared the same love of learning. “Barnes 
knew that education could emancipate people,” he 
says. Barnes also appealed to him for another reason: 
He was a supporter of advancement and education 
for African Americans, integrating his workforce in a 
time of segregation and supporting organizations like 
the NAACP, the Urban League and Lincoln University, 
a historically black university near Philadelphia.

So when Shonibare sent his child-size manne-
quins scrambling up ladders made of books, allowing 
them to advance themselves through reading, he was 
reflecting Barnes’s worldview as much as his own. 
“Barnes was very much a supporter of the idea that 
you could change your own situation by acquiring 
knowledge,” he says. “And I wanted the essence of the 
man, what I felt he represented, somehow expressed 
through the art, through my eyes.” •

AHEAD OF THE PACK  
clockwise from top left: 
Magic Ladder Kid II, 2013,  
a new artwork to be shown 
at the Barnes Foundation;  
Boy on Tightrope, 2012; 
Scramble for Africa, 2003; 
Diary of a Victorian Dandy, 
1998; Leisure Lady (With 
Ocelots), 2001.
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page 99
Anya Hindmarch clutch, $1,595, 
anyahindmarch .com

sOuRCEs
Acne Studios vest, $550, 
acnestudios .com, Oscar de la 
Renta blouse, $1,190 Oscar de 
la Renta boutiques, Giorgio 
Armani pant, $695, 212-988-
9191, Verdura bracelet, $26,750, 
verdura .com, and Roberto Coin 
ring, $2,500, Saks Fifth Avenue
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Advertisement

LOEWS REGENCY

Loews Regency is opening new doors
to its iconic midtown hotel, and to New York
as it was meant to be seen.

loewshotels.com/Regency-hotel

stRegisbalhaRbouR.com

St. REGiS BaL HaRBOuR

An award-winning oceanfront resort in
Miami Beach’s most exclusive enclave.
There is no address like St. Regis.

tRumphotelcollection.com

tRuMP HOtEL COLLECtiON

Live the life when you join our exclusive
privileges program, the TRUMP CARD®.
Become a member and receive exclusive
benefits at TheTrumpCard.com.

La PRaiRiE

“The world we live in ages our skin more than
time itself.” Three survivalist plants from the
top of the Swiss Alps fuel the new Swiss Ice
Crystal Collection: lavishly hydrating Cream
and luxuriously nurturing Dry Oil, to help delay
lifestyle-induced aging.

lapRaiRie.com sentient.com

tHE SENtiENt JEt 25-HOuR CaRD

As an industry leader for over 15 years,
Sentient Jet’s innovative Jet Card continues
to deliver the most sensible, intelligent
choice in private aviation today.

DaviD WEBB

Created in 1972 as part of the Tool Chest
Collection, today the Double Tip Nail Ring
is a design classic. It’s a declaration of style
and power, with cabochon rubies, diamonds,
and 18K gold. Available at David Webb
New York and Beverly Hills.

davidwebb.com
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Wakefield: The whoopee cushion was a gift from 
Dan Colen. It’s actually filled with concrete, so it’s 
a joke that never lands. He also gave us the painting 
of a candle called Holy Crap. The dumbbell is from 
Matthew Barney, one of his pieces about resistance 
training, and the license plate was a prototype that 
Richard Prince made. The Story of O and The Olympia 
Reader feature stories originally printed by Olympia 
Press. Every year, I give Olympia another edition of the 
Story of O. scarry: The polygraph test I did as part of 
a series—it’s an involuntary self-portrait. On the left is 

a sculpture made of gum I’d chewed for another series. 
I don’t like gum, so it was kind of like torture. The bar 
was a gift from Neville—a kilo of silver, which is not 
an easy thing to buy. On the copper base is a glass cast 
of my finger. When ancient Egyptians were buried, 
they put gold caps on their fingers in order to preserve 
their souls in the afterlife. The poster is for the show in 
Gstaad—the background is a topographical map of the 
area, as the show is site-specific. The framed Polaroid 
of me was taken by the photographer [Nobuyoshi] 
Araki in Tokyo. I thought he’d want to photograph me 

nude or in bondage, but he ended up shooting me all 
covered up. The seal skull is from the Skeleton Coast in 
Africa. I transported it home illegally in a little plastic 
bag. The camera is a gold Contax. I’m quite nostalgic 
about film. With everything being digital these days 
we’re going to be a generation of lost records. The 
sticker comes from Cadonau, a favorite children’s 
store in Gstaad. Richard Scarry was my grandfather, 
and he wrote this children’s book about my sister and 
me. She was Pig Will, the angel, and I was Pig Won’t, 
the nightmare. —As told to Christopher Ross

photography by thomas loof

still life

Olympia Scarry & Neville Wakefield
The artist and curator behind this month’s “Elevation 1049”  

show in Gstaad, Switzerland, share a few of their favorite things. 
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From the research of Dr. Nicholas Perricone’s greatest inventions comes the
very first bio-matrix technology harnessed from the miraculous Eggshell
Membrane. The intelligence of nature’s perfect design is now scientifically
formulated in a luxurious treatment to help increase the appearance of skin

volume, cushion and firmness for a 3-dimensional anti-aging effect.

Available at SephorA

Cracking the Code
to Scientific Skin Care



Reine de Naples Collection

in every woman is a queen
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